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MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT

This is my last message as President. Does this sound
pompous? Granted, it does seem as if an elder states-
man were about to shuffle off the mortal coil and, be-
fore parting, leave his admonitions for posterity.
But the simple significance is that by the next issue

of THE AMERICAN RECORDER you will have a
new President, and a word of parting would appear to
be in order.
For two years I have served you as president, for two

years as vice-president and for two years as a member
of the Board of Directors. They have been six fruitful
years in which the Society has grown from under 400
to well over 1800 members, has conducted flourishing
summer schools, festivals and workshops, produced a
distinguished magazine and chartered forty new chap-
ters at home and abroad.
Needless to say, this is the work of no one person.

It is rather, the result of the devoted efforts of a num-

ber of people, officers and just lay members, in the con-

viction that the ARS can and does bring deep satisfac-
tions to themselves and others.

Since the overwhelming majority of our members
are, like myself, amateurs whose full-time jobs make
the inevitable demands on time, effort and energy, it
is not surprising that only comparatively, few devote
part of their cherished leisure to organizational work.
Understandably, most prefer to pick up the alto or
tenor and drive themselves and their neighbors to de-
spair practicing double-tonguing or vibrato. Yet were
all of us to be so self-centered the ARS and its chap-
ters would be hard put to it to survive.

All this is not to minimize the important role played
by the professional musician member. He, too, must
make his sacrifices in devoting time to the affairs of
the ARS, even though the practical values flowing
from such activities are more concrete and calculable
than for amateurs.

But the ARS, as presently constituted, is mainly an
organization of amateurs. It is upon their interest, con-
cern and involvement that the ARS should and must
depend. If membership in the Society has any mean-
ing in terms of satisfactions derived by amateurs then
it should carry with it the obligation to become an ac-
tive participant in its functioning. If by default the
amateurs lose a deciding voice in the affairs of the So-
ciety they shall have none to blame but themselves if
the character of the ARS alters.

In parting, let me express my appreciation to those
who have been of help in keeping the ARS viable and
wish my successor the fulfillment of office.

—A. C. Glassgold

ERICH KATZ, Hon. President
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ARS SUMMER SCHOOLS 1965

EAST COAST
GODDARD COLLEGE, PLAINFIELD, VERMONT

July 11-18
ARNOLD GRAYSON, Director

JEAN HAKES (VOICE) FRIEDRICH VON HUENE
ALEXANDER SILBIGER KENNETH WOLLITZ

ISABEL SCHACK GIAN LYMAN (GAMBA)

Mixed consort music of the Renaissance will be featured. In addition to string and wind instruments,
there will be a vocal program for non-singers.

For information: Secretary, P.O. Box 731, Coconut Grove, Miami 33, Florida

WEST COAST
MENDOCINO, CALIFORNIA

August 9-16
HAZELLE MILORADOVITCH (GAMBA) KENNETH WOLLITZ

LEO CHRISTIANSEN JOANNA BRAMEL
LANOUE DAVENPORT, Director

Classes in beginning, intermediate and advanced recorder, viol and harpsichord. Collegium Mnsienm
of mixed winds and strings. Madrigal singing and vocal instruction with emphasis on Renaissance and
Baroque style directed by Sheila Schonbrun (Soprano, N. Y. Pro Musica).

For information: Mrs. Sue Erlenkotter, Mendocino, California

MID WEST
MEADOW BROOK FESTIVAL

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY, ROCHESTER, MICHIGAN
SHELLEY GRUSKIN, Director

August 8-15
MIRIAM SAMUELSON MORRIS NEWMAN ARNOLD GRAYSON

Instruction in recorder and mixed consort, with voice, crumhorn, viola da gamba; madrigal singing

For information: Bluma Schonbrun, 420 Central Park West, New York 25, N. Y.

ARS Teachers Certification Examinations will be given at all three of the Schools.

UNDER ARS SPONSORSHIP

INTERNATIONAL RECORDER SCHOOL
SKIDMORE COLLEGE, SARATOGA SPRINGS, N. Y.

July 31-August 13
HANS ULRICH STAEPS FRA NS BRUGGE N BERNARD KRAINIS

BARBARA MUESER (GAMBA) HANS-MARTIN LINDE

For information: Mrs. Sally Reichart, 1270 Fifth Ave., New York 29, N. Y.

UCLA RECORDER CONFERENCE
June 11-13

ROBERT CLEMENTS, Director
LAKE ARROWHEAD, CALIFORNIA

NORTHEASTERN REGIONAL ARS CONFERENCE
Meeting together with

THIRD ANNUAL HARTT SCHOOL RECORDER FESTIVAL
May 29-31

12 consort instructors: Concert by Mario Duschenes' ensemble; Lectures.

For information: John Kelsey, Ham School of Music, 200 Bloomfield Ave., West Hartford 17, Conn.
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TONGUEING AND RHYTHMIC PATTERNS

IN EARLY MUSIC

BY GEORGE HOULE

Musicians are aware of rhythmic groups in two
ways: by sight as visual patterns in notation, and by
ear as beats and measures in the flow of rhythm.
Rhythmic groups are made clear to an audience in
part by articulations supplied by the performer. In
musical notation since the nineteenth century the com-
poser has been expected to supply indications of this
articulation to the performer; but in earlier notation
the articulation of rhythmic groups was almost always
left to the performer, aided not by the composer, but
by convention and the traditions of the various instru-
ments. The articulation of wind instruments in the
renaissance and baroque eras was extremely varied,
capable of great subtlety, and adaptable to brilliant
passage work, where each note must be tongued. Good
musicians, we may assume, always desired variety,
subtlety, and brilliance, but the tongueing patterns
indicated another quality desired in renaissance and
baroque performance that we might not be able to in-
fer from simply recognizing good musicianship. Ton-
gueing patterns clarified and enhanced metrical
groups and could make musical meter and dance pat-
terns sensuously compelling elements in the perform-
ance.

Since the early nineteenth century the musical meas-
ure has been frequently defined as dependent on a re-
occurring accent, by which a dynamic stress is usually
meant. This stress is an articulation supplied by the
performer, on the basis of which a listener may pos-
sibly identify the beat or measure. In much music,
however, the accent may go counter to the perception
of measure, in which case the music has an "irregular
accent." In order to know whether the accent is regu-
lar or irregular, the listener necessarily relies on some
other quality or rhythmic grouping, which should be
defined independently of accent. An English eight-
eenth-century theorist, John Holden, wrote such a
definition:

There is no occasion to make the beginning, or emphatic
part of the measure always stronger, or louder than the rest,
though it is sometimes best to do so; for, it is not so much
the superior loudness of the sound, as the superior regard
which a hearer is led to bestow upon it that distinguishes
one part of the measure from another?

In Holden's time and earlier, other definitions iden-
tified rhythmic groups through certain notes that were
heard as "good" and "bad," "heavy" and "light," "in-
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trinsically long" and "intrinsically short." The articu-

lation of the performer is an almost infinitely varied
means of enhancing the perception of beat and meas-
ure, independent of accent.

The subject of articulation has been of consider-
able interest to a number of scholars whose work has

provided valuable material to this study, in particular
Newman Powell's 'Early keyboard fingering and its ef-
fect on articulation"2 and Imogene Horsley's "Wind

techniques in the sixteenth and early seventeenth cen-

turies."3 Modern writers are not always certain that

there is a difference between the common articulations

used today and those of earlier performers; this point

is made very clearly in Powell's keyboard study and
implied in Miss Horsley's article. Wind articulations

have been discussed in many recent studies, often not
in detail; but the essential point of the technique and

the use to which it was put, the enhancing of rhythmic
groups, is not clearly stated.

The sound of a wind instrument derives from a
column of air vibrating in an enclosed tube. The vi-
brations may be caused by the buzzing of the lips
against a cup mouthpiece, the disturbance of an air
stream directed at a sharp edge, or by a reed or reeds
vibrating against a constant pressure. The beginning
and end of each note is directly responsive to the force
and precision of air pressure directed into the instru-
ment. The performer may simply blow, or he may

move his tongue away from a position of blocking the
flow of air (tongue stroke), or he may open his throat,
freeing the flow of air. The tongue stroke may be
varied in an almost infinite number of ways: The be-
ginning of a note may be given a strong and definite
attack or a barely perceptible pulsation, the end of
a note may be cut off sharply by the tongue or allowed
to fade away by a gradual decrease in breath pressure;
and between these extremes exist infinite gradations.

The purpose of different tongueings on wind in-
struments is two-fold: to make different sounds, and
to facilitate the separate articulation of quick notes.
These two purposes are not mutually opposed. Ton-
gueing taught today is perhaps simpler in its approach
than the tongueing taught in the sixteenth and seven-
teenth centuries. In present practice, if the music
moves slowly enough, the modern performer pro-



nounces ti at the beginning of a note, called a t-stroke,
or pronounces a softer di, called a d-stroke. This is
called "single tongueing" and it may not be quick
enough for separate notes in very fast passages for
which another method called "double tongueing" may
be used. This is done by alternating the t-stroke or the
d-stroke with strokes of the glottis near the throat,
pronouncing t k t k, or d g d g. Tongueing may be
made deliberately harder or softer, but each tongued
note is expected to sound quite like all the others in
the particular passage, whatever variety there might
be between one passage and another. As early as 1752
Quantz mentions that when using different tongue
strokes, his example being ti ri, ti ri, care should be
taken to make the two strokes sound alike when they
alternate with each other.4 Since then, most teaching
has concentrated on making all tongued notes in a
specific passage sound uniform.
In earlier music, in the sixteenth and seventeenth

centuries, and before 1752, no evidence exists that
would lead a player to try to make all tongueings
sound alike. There are strong indications that variety
of attack was intended to lead to an appreciable dif-
ference in the sound of the note. Freillon Poncein, in
1700, writes that in all measures where there are evenly
moving quarter notes or eighth notes, the notes should
be tongued tu tu rtz tu, tu tu ru tu, "to make the
music more agreeable to the ear,"5 and Hotteterre
mentions different tongueings "to make the perform-
ance more pleasant and to avoid too much uniformity
in tongue strokes." In the sixteenth century almost
every description of tongueings included a discussion
of the smoothness, sharpness, softness, or hardness of
the various tongueings. Rather than imposing our
modern convention on these tongueings, performers
may well take the view that these tongueings were in-
tended to make notes sound different, not alike.
This statement deserves further explanation, espe-

cially for those who have attempted to use antiquarian
tongueings in actual performance. Wind players may
find that these tongueings produce differentiated
sounds in early attempts but with practice and sub-
sequent control of the tongue, they may become indis-
tinguishable. Modern performers who have been con-
scientious enough to learn these tongueings have some-
times given them up because, after careful practice,
they may come to sound alike and therefore do not
produce distinctive results. Only performers who con-
sciously attempt to make a controlled distinction be-
tween the results of these articulations will achieve a
difference in sound, once they have been practiced
and made a reliable part of the technique. And so
performers should take the view that these tongueings
were intended to sound different, not alike, and prac-

tice to achieve that result.

There are many varieties of articulation that have
been described in earlier treatises. The simplest kind
of articulation is called "head breath" by Ganassi and
coulante or muette by Mersenne, and is the act of
blowing into the instrument, with lips set, without
any use of the tongue at all. The simple instructions
intended for' musical amateurs by John Banister and
Humphrey Salter say "blow gently" for low notes on
the recorder, and "blow your Recorder a little
stronger" for the second octave. Fantini's instruction
for articulating the trill°, a rapidly repeated note, re-
quire that repetitions be made (while pronouncing
the syllables a, i, e, or o) with the throat, which would
make it akin to the head breath. No directions are
given on where to use this kind of articulation by any
of these treatises, except Fantini's trillo.

The next simplest articulation, the single tongue,
is the basic tongueing of all wind instruments now
and then. It is taught as the pronunciation of the con-
sonant T or D, to which different vowels may be
joined, as Ti, Ta, To or Di, Da, Do. Agricola men-
tions only De and Francesco Rogniono and Hotteterre
mention only Te and Tu. Ganassi, Dalla Casa, Rich-
ardo Rogniono, Fantini, and Quantz indicate the use
of both T and D, usually commenting that D is
smoother or softer than T. The discussions of Quantz
and Tromlitz are most detailed, giving instructions
for the use of Ti and Di in different tempos and ac-
cording to the different characters of melodies. Quantz
comments that there are as many gradations between
Ti and Di as there are between black and white
which should be explored by performers, although he
does not discuss them. This common tongueing was
so well understood that it was not usually described
in great detail.

Next to be considered are five different kinds of
articulation which alternate between tongueings made
at the tip of the tongue and those done further back
in the mouth, all called double tongueing in modern

discussions. The first is the same as modern double
tongueing, indicated as Te che Te che by Ganassi,
Dalla Casa, and Francesco Rogniono (the Italian che

is an English ke). Fantini gives the syllables Te ghe
Te ghe Te as his equivalent. It is characterized as
"hard and sharp" by Ganassi, with reference to the

recorder, "harsh" and "not grateful to the ear" by

Dalla Casa, with reference to the cornetto, and "harsh

and barbarous, disgusting to the listeners" by Fran-

cesco Rogniono, writing about wind instruments gen-

erally. It is useful, however, for expressing terribilta,

remarks Dalla Casa, but it is fast and difficult to

control.
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The second double tongueing is called dritta by
Dalla Casa and Francesco Rogniono. Ganassi explains
dritta to refer to hard strokes made by the tip of the
tongue on the palate near the teeth, as distinguished
from strokes formed back in the mouth which are soft,
called riversa. For dritta Ganassi gives the syllables
Te re Te re, Da ra, Ca ra. Agricola says "Wiltu das
dein pfeiffen besteh'/lern wol das din diride," indi-
cating that the accent is on the first syllable. Dalla
Casa and Francesco Rogniono give Te re Te re Te,
Fantini writes Ti ri Ti ri Di and Te re Te re Di, and
Mersenne advocates Ta Ta ra ra ra (possibly he didn't
get it quite right since he didn't perform himself but
was relying on a friend to tell him the method).
Quantz advocates Ti ri, but makes it clear that the
accent falls on the second syllable, as does Tromlitz,
who uses the syllables Ta ra. Anthony Baines writes
of a nineteenth-century flutist, Louis Drouet, who
taught English flutists to double tongue by having
them say territory, reversing the accent again. In the
sixteenth century, both the German and Italian R
was a dental R, pronounced as we believe the English-
man says "Veddy" for "very." Therefore it seems that
this tongueing involved two strokes, both dritta, made
by the tip of the tongue, one near the teeth and the
other on the palatal ridge. Ganassi remarks that in
this tongueing one syllable is hard, the other soft; and
Dalla Casa comments that it is good for passages of
eighth notes and sixteenth notes (i.e., moderately fast
passages) and is naturally controllable. Quantz, in ad-
dition to reversing the accent, comments that this ton-
gueing is used for passages played as slightly uneven
although written equal.

The third kind of double tongueing seems to have
been taught only in the sixteenth and seventeenth cen-
turies, and is usually called lingua riversa in Italian,
and is accounted the smoothest and gentlest in its first
form Le re Le re (Ganassi), Ler Ler (Dalla Casa), Le
re Le re Le (Francesco Rogniono, who says it is very
quick and hard to control, Le ra Le ra, and La le Ra
le (Fantini). Another form is considered medium in
strength: Der ler (Dalla Casa and Richardo Rogniono),
De re, De re De (Francesco Rogniono), Lal de Ra de
(Fantini). The third form is "harsher" than the others:
Ter ler (Dalla Casa and Richardo Rogniono), and De
re Te re (Francesco Rogniono). Agricola mentions one
more variety that seems to fit in this category, called
by him flutter tongue, to be used in tongueing the
fastest ornamentations: Tellellelle.

A fourth kind of double tongueing is described by
Quantz as did'll, with the accent on the first syllable,
for very fast passages. Baines says that Tootle Tootle
is the English equivalent, and Tromlitz advocates
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Tad'll. Half of this stroke, d'll is produced by a tongue
stroke different from any discussed so far, a drawing
away of the middle of the tongue from the roof of the
mouth while the tip of the tongue stays in contact
with the palate, resulting in an imprecise or soft
attack in alternation with the more precise syllable
di.

One more category of articulation needs an expla-
nation before the range of possibilities is complete:
the double tongueings described by Freillon Poncein
and Hotteterre with the syllables Tu ru, in which the
eighteenth-century French uvular R is used, not the
dental R that seems to have been the most common
R in the languages of the sixteenth and early seven-
teenth centuries. By using Tu and ru, the tongue
strokes are hard and soft, the pronunciation of this R
being accomplished by a very soft ch, almost a hiss,
made by the back of the tongue. The syllables are
usually arranged Tu Tu ru Tu for four-note groups
of moderately fast speed, but (according to Freillon
Poncein) are rearranged Tu ru Tu ru if the notes
move very quickly. The use of these syllables is asso-
ciated with notes inegales or Loures, those notes per-
formed slightly unevenly, and would be use there-
fore on notes one quarter or sixth of the duration of
the beat. However Tu and Ru are used for slower
notes as well in "all kinds of measures" to make the
"melody more agreeable to the ear," writes Freillon
Poncein, and "to make the performance more agree-
able and to avoid too much uniformity in the tongue-
ing," according to Hotteterre. (Example 5)

Very nearly all the physical possibilities of tongue-
ing have been indicated by one or another of the
method books, yet the equally important matter of
breath pressure behind the tongueing is neglected.
For instance Te may be an explosive articulation if
the tongue stroke releases strong pressure from the
lungs, or it may be quite mild if the lung pressure is
very gentle. Similarly, da may be forced to sound ex-
plosive as well as be gentle and smooth, depending on
wind pressure. The tongue stroke is not an attack of
the tongue against the teeth or palate, but a retrac-
don of the tongue from the teeth or palate allowing
the breath to flow freely. The syllable K is, similarly,
an opening of a blockade at the back of the mouth.
The varieties of strength or precision in tongueings
are partially caused by the suddenness or sluggish-
ness of the removal of the obstructions to the flow
of breath through the mouth, and partially caused by
strength of lung pressure.

Tongueings tend to be sharpest at the extreme ends
of the tongue, as for instance a Ti (tongue tip against
the teeth) or a hard K, at the back of the mouth.



These produce Te che Te che in alternation, the
"harsh and barbarous" double tongue that Francesco
Rogniono believes is disgusting to the listeners. As ti
moves back to the palate, then to the palatal ridge,
and moves back from the tip of the tongue to a point
a half inch or so back of the tip it first changes to di,
then the "dental" R of ri, and finally le. Similarly,
as K comes forward in the mouth it becomes a hard
G, then a uvular R as in ru. And finally the d'll of
did'll seems to take F lace in the middle of the tongue
and mouth. Assuming the teeth are to the left on this
diagram, the articulations are situated roughly as
follows:

Ti di ri ii (ny) d'll ru ghe ke.

By a few experiments with the tongue it is possible
to discover other syllables in the sequence not yet
mentioned in this paper. The possibilities of gray
between the black and white of Ti and Di mentioned
by Quantz are possible to locate as well as entirely
new syllables in the middle of the tongue, such as the
ny indicated in parentheses in the diagram.

The variety of syllables described is partially due
to the variety of instruments for which these tongue-
ings were devised. Ganassi's principal instrument is
the flauto, or recorder; DaIla Casa, Francesco Ro-
gniono and Merser_ne refer to the cornetto; and
Fantini writes for the trumpet. Freillon Poncein is
primarily interested in the oboe; and Hotteterre,
Quantz, and Tromlitz, in the transverse flute. All of
these descriptions, excepting Fantini's indicate that
all the tongueings apply to all wind instruments.
Perhaps the resulting diversity reflects that each in-
strument has its own most effective set of tongueings,
to be discovered by the perfomer through practice.
"When you wish to practice any one of the above
(tongueings), choose the syllables you prefer. ... and
practice them diligently until you can play them flu-
ently," says Ganassi. Hotteterre says that tongueings
are "more or less articulated according to the instru-
ment played; for example, softened for the transverse
flute, more marked on the recorder and pronounced
much more strongly on the oboe."' Quantz believes
that the oboe can't do any double tongueing, but that
the bassoon can.

But this diversity of tongueings has still more rea-
son for existence beyond the variety of instruments
on which the tongueings were used: the distinction
of certain notes from others, and thereby the indica-
tion of rhythmic grouping. Double tongueings are
most clear in this respect because they are a pattern
to be applied to the appropriate rhythmical units,
making them more distinct. While the variety of
tongueings offers many flexible and subtle modes of

achieving grouping, there are only two kinds of
groups that emerge from all the possibilities. The first
is that achieved by the "harsh" tongueing Teche
Teche and also by lingua dritta, Te re Te re:
Dalla Casa: Example 1

• 

6.•••••••

Te Te itre/te iv, re

f°"1"

; 
cke reclicrecheit ate It

In this there is a grouping two by two emphasizing a
quarter-note beat by the group that includes thesis
and arsis, called "time groups" by Newman Powell.8

The second is that of the lingua riversa Le re Le re:
Dalla Casa: Example 2

• 
ft iz • 

immemild

1 e le k

el'or-111

re, le re le

litr ; i  Ii
12 ne le vt ferelew- Ie

Le is a weaker articulation than re, and the result is
a group across the beat, arsis to thesis, which Powell
calls a "rhythm group."

It is also possible to mix tongueings together, as in
the next example from Dalla Casa:

Example 3

•

12 rt.- le V\ are, le, re le

Irk assnomminennimmoil

De. re le re IX ve- vt- le-
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The result is a group of four, rather subtly differenti-
ated but definitely having a stronger articulation on
the first of each four notes. Francesco Rogniono gives
examples in which this mixture becomes a rhythmic
grouping when extended beyond four notes:

Example 4

te rk 1,t le re 're

) 

te e, re le
The examples given in these early instruction books

are brief and intended to show a method that the stu-
dent must grasp and apply to different circumstances.
There are no examples of triple beats in Dalla Casa's
or Francesco Rogniono's tongueing examples, for in-
stance, yet in all books there is music with the beat
divided into three pulses. (Fantini gives the only spe-
cific tongueings for beats with three pulses.) It seems
that the examples must be considered as schematic and
adapted to different circumstances. The fundamental
idea is that metrical groups of notes should be
tongued so that there is a difference in sound between
the notes that coincide with the beat and those that
come after the beat and lead to the next beat.
At this point some more precise definition of terms

for a discussion of meter is in order. The term beat
has been used in this paper to designate that comfort-
able motion that we make with our hand or foot in
response to the flow of musical motion. The beat may
be slower or faster within a certain limit and still re-
main a comfortable motion. As subdivisions of the
beat we sense pulses, either two or three to a beat,
hence the name duple or triple beat, referring to the
number of pulses. (There may be subdivisions of the
pulse in faster moving music, and perhaps even fur-
ther subdivisions in some music.) As we perceive two
or three pulses in a beat which we sense as a unit of
flow, it is similarly possible that two or three beats will
be heard as a larger unit, which will be referred to as
the measure.
Double tongueings in renaissance and baroque in-

strumental instruction books are applied to pulses,
and sub-pulses, of the beat. They provide varied, flexi-
ble, and subtle means of making the grouping of
pulses evident to the listener through the technique
of performance.

Aside from the possibilities of Ti and Di and the

gradations between them, the varied possibilities of
single tongueing are not discussed in most instruction

books. Single tongueing is a much more simple proc-
ess than double tongueing, and it is both easier to ob-
tain a variety of shadings of tongueing through the

conjunction of tongue stroke and breath pressure, and

much harder to write directions to the performer as
to how to do it. Because of this, it is very easy to get
the impression that only the tongueings for pulse and

sub-pulse motion are differentiated, that performers
were not concerned with what I have defined as the
measure. However, in Jean Pierre Freillon Poncein's

oboe instructor of 1700, there are some examples show-
ing the application of double tongueing patterns to

beats grouped as measures:

Example 5

es, 

ra -R8 r.411‘114,

Tv_ r4 11.4. tn4, TR, tv, T1,4,

Tu. roc, 1-kk luTtc.nt, 114,041014.trieric
These examples differ from Hotteterre's advice when
he says that Tu is "the most used, being employed for
whole notes, half notes, quarter notes and for most
eighth notes,"10 and Tromlitz who says that the "dou-
ble tongue" begins where the single tongue leaves off.11
On the oboe, the articulation of Tu ru produces a
marked difference in the initial attack on a note. Freil-
lon Poncein's directions show that the kind of dif-
ference in articulation that clarified the groupings of
pulses was also desired in clarifying the grouping of
beats. The means of achieving this in slow tempos was
the flexible single tongue, however, not double
tongueing.

The concept of the measure was quite unformed in
the 16th and 17th centuries, as we have understood it
more recently.12 The use of time signatures and bar
lines to indicate consistent metrical units is to be ex-
pected only since the eighteenth century. It can be
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shown that the performers of the sixteenth and sev-
enteenth centuries habitually based articulation on
the beat and its subdivisions and not on bar lines,
which were employed, if at all, for very diverse
reasons.
Dance steps, however, are metrical groups of beats

well known to performers, particularly wind players,
who were then as now the principal suppliers of music
for dances. To understand the measure of the dance it
is necessary to know the "step" of the dance, that is,
the series of motions that make up the characteristic
unit of movement of the dance. It is possible to re-
construct some of the dances of the renaissance and
the baroque by means of the dance instruction books
of Arbeau, Negri, Caroso, Feuillet, Pierre Rameati
and others; and through knowing the physical mo-
tions of the dance, to analyze the measure of the
music.13 This paper is not concerned with this analy-
sis, but with applying the principal of these articula-
tions to the "measure," or step of the dance.
The first example used here is from Jacques
Moderne's publicatIon Mu.sique de foye of about
1550,14 and is used by Arbeaul5 as an example of a
good Galliard. The galliard is a six-beat dance, each
beat having two pulses. On beats 1, 2, and 3 the
dancer gives low kicks to the right, left, and right. On

beat 4 the dancer kicks to the left, brings back his foot
in front of the right, bending the knees, and leaps into
the air. Beat 5 is in the air, and on 6 the dancer lands,
one foot anticipating the beat very slightly, with the
left in back of the right. The diagram indicates a
climax of tension on beat 4, repose on beat 6, and the
three anticipatory (arsic) beats leading to the climax.

Example 6
A nalysis of dancer's movements.

a

If. S.

KiciC Ktce. KO( 1404-joise Re Pole
•

A
The musical example is written for a step that may

mix the usual "five step" I have explained with a
hentiolia. The dancer's hemiolia is done by mixing a
regular five step with three additional kicks, each tak-
ing the time of two beats, as follows:

Gaillard hemiolia: Example 7

a iii 

2. 3 ( I 2- 3

A A A A A

s
A e

r -470
.111,
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In the example none of the notes in the first and De. The faster notes in the second phrase may be
phrase are fast enough to be double tongued so the double tongued either in time groups or rhythm
measure must be interpreted through varieties of Te groups.

I 2- 3

Example 8

‘.#  
a • I

re de
•

Ate te Te, te. 4e 4#E., de 11.. -re.

3 L i 2_ • ,)+ 

•

e • e_ 

4L de re re. re re de Te- cle., 're

2- 3 C i" 3 hf c c 

• •
• p • *-

de te -re ht te re- re. cle 4e. re

de

3 5 if

• -*
1 •\ j 

45_ te tere ie re Iv& re

The second dance example is the courante francoise

of Couperin's Quatrieme concert royal. The French

courante is also a six-beat dance, but with a structure

different from the galliard:

Courante francoise: Example 9

2- 3

A A )(
•

There is also a hemiolia in this dance, the basic pat-

tern of which is:
Courante hemiolia: Example 10

3 + f. 1 2- 3 ÷

r it T. ;„,„ 

c4/

g 

J. 
de it_

The small r indicates a temporary repose. The
eighth notes moving stepwise are interpreted by

Lourer, performed slightly uneven and tongued Tu

tu ru Tu ru tu, bringing out the duple organization,

the slower moving notes may be double tongued in

Freillon Poincein's manner to clarify the structure of

the dance step.
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Courante franfaise: Galamment

(The original key of E major has been c.ianged to one better suited for the recorder.)

C4il to ti.ttettrelt I

114, ArL4 "4-

Example II

1 3 4 r I 7- 3 4 Ci 3
44/ 446/ `)

4.c rct T“. run'. rok. TU. 1-‘4, rk,

If Ti‘ n‘ T14, 114, Ti‘ llt. TIA,

2- 3 t
144.1. eq9.‘

34 )

TO14.4414. tu-114.

0 I " 3 1- U 7- 3 Ai' S. toy )
eiJ

1E1- .

7.14, tri4 716.

I 3 4 C
"U 2_

44e

rs4 TU. ri Ti tv.i4r14

Many more possibilities exist than can be described

here, both in the chosen examples aad in the multi-

plicity of dances and other kinds of :nusical composi-

tions. The technique of wind instrument performance

in the renaissance and baroque offe:ed the opportu-

nity for marvelously rich and subtle variety. Not only

is the rhythmic structure of the music interpreted in

a most lively manner, but the resources of dynamics

and tone color of all wind instruments may be greatly

enhanced throught the skilled use of these tongueing

patterns. Instruments with limited possibilities of dy-

namic range and tone color need the variety of sound

afforded by these tongueings far more than our "per-

fected" modern instruments, but the benefits are not

only greater interests in the sounds, but greater live-

liness of rhythmic design.
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Wind Tongueings in 16th, 17th and

18th Century Method Books
DOUBLE TONGUEING

Ganassi
1535

Agricola
1545

Dalla Casa
1584

Richard°
Rogniono
1592

Francesco
Rogniono
1620

Mersenne
1636

Fantini
1638

Quantz
1752

Tromlitz
1786, '91

Drouet
early 19th

- 1 -
teche teche, taca, toca, tucu te.
Dritta, hard & sharp.

teche techete. A harsh tongue-
ing, expressing terribilta. Fast
& difficult to control.

teche teche te. Harsh & barba-
rous, disgusting to the listeners.

teghe teghe di.

- 2 -
tere tere, dare, chara, caru, etc.
One syllable is hard, the other
soft.

Wiltu das dein pfeiffen besteh'/
lern wol das din i din i de.

tere tere te. Dretta, good for
passages of 8th & 16th notes.
Naturally controllable.

tere tere te. Dritta, struck back
of the teeth.

ta ta ru ra ra. Diminutions as
fast as 32nds are expressed by
this.

tin i tin i tin i di
tere tere tere da

tin, accented ti ri, should be
played so that ti & ri sound
alike.

tara

territory

- 3 -
lere lere, lara, liri, loro, luru.
Riversa, hardly articulated at
all, gentle and smooth.

(tellellelle/le) flitterzunge for
fast diminutions

1) ler ler, gentle; 2) der ler,
medium, 3) ter ler, harsher.
Riversa, fast & difficult to con-
trol.

ler ler, gentlest; der ler next
gentlest; ter ler, harsher. Used
for 8ths & 16th & 32nds.

lere lere le, smooth & gentle;
dere dere de, medium; dere
tere te, harder Riversa, very
quick & hard to control.

lera lera liru li
lale rala lala la
lal de rade rade ra

Freillon
Poncein
1700
Hotteterre
1707

Quantz
1752

- 4 -

didll didll, for very fast pas-
sages, did'llde for groups of
threes. tootle tootle, English
equivalent.

- 5 -
tu ru tu ru, tu tu ru tu use for
lourer (uvular R, not dental R)
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NOTES
1. John Holden, An Essay towards a rational system of music.
(Glasgow: 1770), p. 53.

2. Stanford M. A. Thesis, 1954.

3. Brass Quarterly, Vol. IV, No. 2, Winter 1900, pp. 49-63.

4. J. J. Quartz, Versuciz einer Anweisung die Note Traversiere
zu spielen. (Berlin: 1752), Chapter VI, section II, paragraph
2, p. 66.

5. Jean Pierre Freillon Poncein, La veritable maniere d'ap-
prendre a jouer en perfection du haut-bois ... (Paris: Col-
lombat, 1700), p. 15.

6. Jacques Hotteterre le Romain, Principes ds la Fltite traver-
siere ... (Amsterdam: Estienne Roger 117071), p. 21.

7. Hotteterre, p. 27.

8. Newman Powell, "Early keyboard fingering and its effect on
articulation," Stanford M.A. Thesis, 1954, p. 119.

9. Loc. cit.

10. Hotteterre, p. 21.

11. Schmitz, p. 34.

12. Houle, "The musical measure..

13. A forthcoming pub.ication by Putnam Aldrich, "Songs and
Dances ..." (Norton 1964), as well as a recent paper read
before the AMS in Seattle, December 1963, on "Rhythmic
problems in the performance of Couperin's Quatrieme Con-
cert Royal" discuss the rhythmic analysis of dances.

14. Reprinted by Nagel's Verlag, ed. by F. J. Giesbert.

15. Thoinot Arbeau, Orchesography.
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CANZONETTAS by SCHEIN, MARENZIO,
GASTOLDI, and HAUSMANN

(A Commentary on ARS Editions Nos. 15 and 22)
BY WINIFRED JAEGER

The three pieces arranged in ARS No. 15 are taken
from the first part of Johann Hermann Schein's collec-
tion "Musica Boscareccia" ("Waldliederlein") of 1621,
settings to the kind of pastoral lyrics which were the
fashion of that period. In his foreword to this collec-
tion, the composer points out that these songs may
well be played on a variety of instruments, among
which he specifically mentions recorders or little flutes
("F145 tlein").
The composers represented in ARS No. 22 are the

well-known Italian madrigalists Luca Marenzio and
Giovanni Gastoldi; some of their works were trans-
lated and reprinted in various collections by the Ger-
man composer Valentin Hausmann, who himself
contributed a number of pieces, of which one is in-
cluded in this printing. The collections from which
the present choice was made are "Auszug aus Lucae
Marentii Villanellen und Neapolitanen" (1606), and
"Johann Jacobi Gastoldi und anderer Autorn Tri-
cinia" (1607).
All of the short pieces in these two editions are orig-

inally vocal music and should be played very grace-
fully, with a singing tone. Their charm lies in the un-
expected changes of harmony, with occasional cross-

relations, and in the interplay of the three voices —
sometimes two of them pairing off against the third.
In spite of the frequent use of imitation of short
phrases, the general texture gives the feeling of being
more homophonic than polyphonic, as is the case in a
great deal of music of that period.
None of these trios is technically demanding; but

all of them require good phrasing. The Schein pieces
are a little more complex than the others, and more
difficult on first reading. One is always tempted to
start them faster than the smaller note values later per-
mit; all sixteenth notes should be taken at a very com-
fortable speed.
Scoring is indicated as S, S(A) and A(T). Pieces I

and II in the Schein edition involve alternation be-
tween duple and triple meters. In these cases, the un-
derlying pulsation should remain steady throughout
the whole piece, in effect changing to slightly quicker
note values in the 3/4 sections, somewhat like triplets.
The one 2/4 meter occurring in measure 24 of The
Nightingale (II) was used only to accommodate the
bar line system. This measure gets only one half beat
compared to two half beats in the preceding and fol-
lowing measures, without any change in emphasis.

PAPERBACKS ON MUSIC
By MARTIN DAVIDSON
(Second of a Series)

Publishers are issuing a goodly amount of paper-
backs on music. Many of them are of interest to re-
corder players in one way or another. The ones re-
viewed below range in cost from 95 cents to $2.50.
"The Interpretation of Music", by Thurston Dart,
Harper, Colophon CN-25, ($1.35). This admirable
"sketch" surveying "some of the problems involved in
the present day performance of music written between
1350 and 1850"... is addressed to both music editor
and performer. Devoid of pedantry, it is enjoyable to
read. Recorder players of early music will profit by
its many insights. At the top of the list!*

"Purcell", by J. A. Westrup, Collier, BS 114X,
($1.50). On the 10th of June 1673, a royal warrant was
issued "to admit Henry Purcell in the place of keeper,
maker, mender, repayrer and tuner of the regalls, or-
gans, virginalls, flutes and recorders and all other kind

*See the extensive review of this book by Dale Higbee, reprinted
in the Anniversary Issue of THE AMERICAN RECORDER,
Vol. V, Nr. 4.

of wind instruments...." A comprehensive work by an
indefatigable author and editor.

"A Composer's World", by Paul Hindemith, Anchor
A235 ($.95). A quote: "Our own time, with its over-
weening estimation of instrumental music, possibly in
its most obtrusive orchestral form, will perhaps, in a
later evalution of music history, count as a period of
lowest artistic culture, compared with those epochs in
which the art of ensemble activity with the emphasis
on vocal participation flourished most noticeably. I re-
fer to the period of Machaut, Dufay, and Josquin; the
time of Isaac....; Marenzio, Monteverdi ... the Eng-
lish Madrigalists; ... the cantatas of Bach". A fascinat-
ing, wide ranging discourse by the late composer whose
involvement in all facets of music was as comprehen-
sive as Purcell's.

"An ABC of Music", by Imogen Holst, Oxford Uni-
versity Press ($2.00). This is subtitled, "A short practi-
cal guide to the basic essentials of rudiments, harmony,
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and form". Miss Hoist is active in the recorder move-
ment. Her choice of material and manner of presen-
tation reflect her pedagogical concern with the ama-
teur player who has had little or no formal training in
music theory beyond that likely to be found in an in-
strumental instruction book or tutor.
"Learn to Read Music", by Howard Shanet, Simon

and Schuster ($1.45). An adult do-it-yourself-with-a.
piano book organized in 230 brief paragraph-lessons.
Covering mostly ruedments, the notation of rhythm

ROSES AND
What They Say Ab

COMPILED BY

I. Domestic comment:
Seymour Barab. Pastorals (No. 41)

With his three short Pastorals Seymour Barab again dem-
onstrates his happy affinity for the expressive range pecu-
liar to the recorder. Eschewing as usual the formidable and
formula-ridden, he provides bright transparent, agreeable,
unpretentious, and original music that almost plays itself..,

Bernard Krainis in Music Library
Association Notes XX (Summer 1963)

Frescobaldi. Canzon dopo l'Epistola; transcribed by
Marvin Rosenberg (No. 42)
The transcription of the "Canzon dopo l'Epistola" from the
Fiori Musicali is not such a bad idea as it might seem, for
the contrapuntal lines are effective for the recorder en-
semble. Even the explanation of the one ornament indi-
cated in the contex: of the music is correct, but the editor
has not supplied any of the necessary cadential ornaments,
nor will the unsuspecting recorder player realize from this
edition any of the possibilities of ornamental passage work
that should be added.

Alvin Etler. Three Pieces for Recorder Trio (No. 44)
Alvin Etler's Three Pieces rely on polytonality and some
mild rhythmic tricks to enliven their simple structures.
Because of the chromatic harmonies the performers attempt-
ing these pieces will have to play well in tune as well as
have a repertory of trick fingerings to be able to play the
crescendos and diminuendos that are required, uncharacter-
istic of most recorder music. When well played these slight
pieces will have a wry charm.

Bela Bartok. Hungarian Folk Song Settings for Three
Recorders; arranged by David Goldstein (No. 43)
The arrangements of Bartok's Folk Song Settings will serve
to put his name on the program of a recorder group. The
pieces chosen have Bartok's characteristic modal-diatonic
melodies and occasional sharp clashes of counterpoint.
They are not as effective for three recorders as they might
be, say, on three clarinets, but they are fun to play. Any
arranger who expeis to get a range of dynamics from f
to ppp on the low d of a soprano recorder (as in no. II) is
either incredibly optimistic or has copied the markings
from the piano ve:sion unchanged.

George Houle in Music Library
Association Notes XX (Fall 1963)

H. British comment:
Seymour Barab, Pastorals

I am not impressed by these trios in which a medley of
styles jostle uneasily. Conventional passages wilfully expose
octaves, tritones, and doubled leading tones, abruptly dis-
card the pretence Li favor of open fifths, plunge for a bar
or two into a Me0e.rsinger echo, or a Delius-like tremolo
on the added sixth—and, since we are in mid-20th century,
harmonize a few bars in seconds under a trill as a tribute
to Bartok. The third is the most homogeneous, though the
ghost of Se vuol ballare becomes a most perturbed spirit

and pitch, it should be useful to the musically illiter-
ate beginning recorder player as a supplement to his
recorder instruction book.
"Music A to Z", edited by J. Sacher, Universal Li-

brary 4620 ($2.50). A well-packed and indexed 432
page lexicon. Contains articles on counterpoint, motet,
notation (including history), lute music, plainsong,
performance practice, trope and sequence ... among
others. An extensive bibliography and a section on
musical terms from other languages are useful.

BRICKBATS
out the ARS Editions

JOEL NEWMAN

when driven from C into B major to dance a parody of a
Schubert waltz.

Garth A. Kay in The Recorder and
Music Magazine I (August 1964)

Laurence Powell. Trio Sonata No. 4
It isn't a trio-sonata; but it is quite pleasant and not too
difficult music—a sort of contemporary equivalent to the
sonatinas of Clementi or Diabelli. There is little counter-
point and no thematic bass line, but hints of sonata-form
and a sectional structure suggest Divertimento as a still
more apt description; indeed the last movement might be
headed contredanse. If you buy it for what I have suggested
it is, and not for what it claims to be, you will have some
lively and enjoyable light music, with just a dash of spice
in the harmony. The production is quite good; two or three
misprints are qiute obvious.

Garth A. Kay in The Recorder and
Music Magazine I (November 1964)

ARS Editions
Galliard now makes available American Recorder Society
Editions, the numbers received including Alvin Etler's
Three Pieces for Recorder Trio (or other treble instru-
ments); Tudor Trios transcribed by the General Editor of
the editions, Joel Newman—also for three players; Lawrence
Powell's Trio Sonata No. 4 for recorders S and A, with (un-
like the other items) piano accompaniment; and, for re-
corder quartet, a Frescobaldi Canzon dopo l'Epistola and
Four Little Fugues by Fux, Caldara and Albrechtsberger. It
seems that the American naming of the recorders differs
from ours, the terms 'Soprano,' Alto,"Tenor,' and 'Bass'
alone being used. Mr. Powell's Sonata, mildly mannered,
with its brief key-switches, is not very ambitious; it trudges,
rather, and seeks simplicity with much rhythmic monotony.
Of the three-part items Mr. Etler's little suite has key-fun
of a type now familiar; so it needs an alert finger and ear
for tuning. The three titles are Pileated, Mourning and
Pica Pica. The first and last titles may need a gloss; pileate
means in the form of a cap, and pica is the magpie (but it
can also mean a depraved appetite for abnormal things to
eat). These two pieces are naturally swift and skittish, need-
ing fairly dexterous playing. Of the little budget of five
Tudor Pieces, two are marked for SAT, two for SST (or A)
and one for A (or S) A2, T. These are of course very good
for the cultivation of stylish playing.
The Frescobaldi, after an Adagio brevity, has fast and

faster, succeeding contrapuntal movements, with some trills
—music for well-skilled performers, who can throw off with
some bravura this sample of the Fiori Musicali of 1635 ...
The Four Little Fugues are, like the Frescobaldi, set for
SATB playing, except that the Fux piece notes that, as
alternative for tenor instrument, this line can be taken by a
second alto recorder. Here are some lively concentrations
of counterpoint for dashing players.

The Music Teacher, Sept., 1964
Interesting works, most of moderate difficulty, from the
American Recorder Society Editions ...

The Strad, October 1964
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Canadian Amateur Musicians — Musiciens Amateurs du Canada

C AMMAC

Summer Music Centre 1965

Holiday Music Making in the laurentions

Adults, families, students

July 4 to August 1

Hotel and Camping Accommodation

Reservations for one or more weeks.

singing

recorders

music reading

chamber music

folk dancing

orchestra

voice production

Orff method

guitar

viols

Directors: Mario Duschenes, George Little

I nformation and reservations:

CAMMAC, C.P.I95, Outremont, P.Q.

Telephone: Montreal 279-1987

A WEEKEND PROGRAM

THE GOLDEN AGE
A Recorder Conference

and Playing Workshop

with an expanded view

June 11-13, 1965

University of California

Residential Conference Center

Lake Arrowhead

—the recorder within the historical, cultural, and
political context of the Renaissance and Baroque
eras

—opportunities for group coaching in perform-
ance

Staff: Rudolph E. Habenicht, Assistant Professor
of English, UCLA • Robert Clements (Re-
corder) • Gloria B. Ramsey (Recorder) •
Andrew Charlton (Recorder) • Elizabeth
Hamilton (Harpsichord)

Write: Department of Arts and Humanities
University of California Extension
Los Angeles, California 90024

or phone: (Area Code: 213) 478-9711, or 272-8911,
Ext. 3704

MUSIC REVIEWS
WILLIAM PEARSON. Three Flute Tunes. Flute (or
alto recorder) and piano. London: Chappell, 1962
GEORGE MACILWHAM. Highland Suite. Flute or
recorder (descant or tenor) and piano. London: Chap-
pell, 1964

Although Mr. Pearson designates flute, these pieces
are well suited to the alto recorder. This is a collec-
tion of three short, charming, but conventional pieces.
They are definitely for the intermediate student, and
seem to me particularly suited as recital pieces. My
main regret about these pieces is that they are not in-
ventive enough in the use of contemporary rhythms
and harmonies, remaining very much in the Baroque
idiom; and I regret this only because there are so many
good Baroque pieces that it seems redundant to con-
tinue writing in this vein unless something new and
exciting is added to it. These pieces could have been
made more interesting without their necessarily being
more difficult. There is not enough easier contempo-
rary music for recorder and keyboard to give the stu-
dent a real alternative to the Baroque. He wants some-
thing that will introduce him to new rhythmic and
harmonic ideas. Although I feel these things are lack-
ing in these three pieces, I like them, and feel they
have validity in that they let the recorder sing. The
melodies, in their simplicity, almost play themselves,
and allow for sensitive interplay between recorder and
piano. "River Song" is a Siciliano in feeling, with an-
dante six-eight arpeggios in a melancholy melody. The
piano answers each arpeggio. The piece lies in the up-
per register of the alto, with leaps to high C and E.
The "Hill Song" begins as a very naive allegretto mel-
ody, but has a few humorous surprises. It employs
ascending and descending scales and extends from
high F down to low F sharp. The "Jig" is allegro gio-
coso, and returns to the dotted six-eight of the "River
Song". There are two awkward fingerings which are
difficult to do at a fast speed: E' G' B' over and
over, then E' G' C'. This is a good exercise, and can
be made easier by using alternate E combined with
agile half-holing. It might be added that the piano part
is easy enough for an intermediate piano student, and
is light enough so as not to overpower the recorder.

The Highland Suite, although composed recently,
seems to be little more than a writing down of tradi-
tional Scottish folk dance music to elaborate piano ac-
companiment. The Suite has all the qualities of this
music — its sentimental melodies, inverted dotted
rhythms and pentatonic and modal scales, but these
in themselves cannot suffice to make an interesting
piece. I can judge it only as a recorder player and one
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who is not partial to Scottish music on the recorder,

unless the pieces can amount to more than this group.

George Macilwham doesn't seem to have achieved any

new insights into this music; he has not gone beyond

the repetitive tunes and rhythms to create a work that

would add to the recorder repertoire.
—Joanna Bramel

ERICH KATZ, arr.: Music of the Renaissance. Origi-

nal duets from the 16th century arranged for C and F

recorders in various combinations. Brooklyn, N. Y.:
Ant or Music Publishing, 1964
W. A. MOZART: March, Minuet and Contredanse.
Arr. (SSA) by Fritz Spiegl. London: Oxford U. Press,
1964

WILLIAM APPLEBY and FREDERICK FOWLER,

ed.& arr.: The Oxford Books of Recorder Music, Book

X, for treble recorder and piano, with some optional

descant recorder parts. London: Oxford U. Press, 1964

HENRY JONES: Trio for Young Players (Variations

on a French Tune), for violin (or descant or tenor re-

corder(s)), cello and piano. London: Oxford U. Press,

1964

ELNA SHERMAN, arr.: Wessex Tune Book, Vol. I.
Folk Dances from a Manuscript Book belonging to

the Family of Thomas Hardy. Arr. for descant re-

corder (or oboe or violin) and piano. London: Schott,

1963

Erich Katz is an old hand at selecting and arranging

music that goes well on recorders. He is probably re-
sponsible for more pod American editions of recorder

music than any other individual, and this duet book

of Music of the Renaissance further increases our debt

to him. This collection of a dozen short pieces is ar-

ranged chronologically and covers a period of a cen-

tury, ranging from josquin Des Pres (ca. 1450-1521) to

Sweelinck (1562-1621). It is really a miniature anthol-

ogy of sacred and secular two-part pieces, and can be

highly recommended to those of modest technical skills

who desire a good introduction to Renaissance music,

as well as to more advanced players on the lookout for

interesting and novel duet fare.
The scoring of the little Mozart pieces suggests that

this edition may be aimed at the British school trade.
They would be better played on AAT say, than the

rather shrill SSA; but if played on TTB, the March

and Contradanse tend to be a little too subdued for

their bright character. The music itself is delightful

and fairly easy, but requires precise clean technique.
Recorder teachers who can play fairly easy piano

accompaniments my want to consider the series titled
"The Oxford Books of Recorder Music". Book X, un-
der review here, includes a variety of things, ranging

CROWN
RECORDERS

Made in Switzerland
to our own specifications —

tuned, voiced, and tested
in Los Angeles. Sold only
through franchised dealers.

We also handle other top
quality Recorders, Gambas,
Lutes, and Harpsichords.

The Recorder Shop
432 South Hill Street

Los Angeles 13, California

1915—FIFTIETH ANNIVERSARY YEAR-1965

THE COUNTRY DANCE SOCIETY
OF AMERICA

CHAMBER MUSIC WEEK
Pinewoods Camp. near Cape Cod. Mass.

For Recorders, Voices and Viols

AUGUST 1-8

Director: ERIC LEBER, recorders,
harpsichord

Staff: MARSHALL BARRON, violin
MARTHA BIXLER, recorders,
harpsichord

MARTHA BLACK1VIAN, viola
JUDITH DAVIDOFF, viols,
cello

ARNOLD GRAYSON,
recorders

JEAN HAKES, voice coaching
JOHANNA KULBACH,

recorders
LOIS WANN, recorders, oboe
MAY GADD,
Pinewoods Camp Director
Country Dancing

Brochure from Country Dance Society, Inc.

55 Christopher St., N. Y., N. Y. 10014
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GEORGE KELISCHEK
MASTER VIOLIN MAKER

Invites your inquiry for finest
custom-made historical music

instruments, made at our
Atlanta, Ga, Workshop.

We make:

STRINGED INSTRUMENTS:

Viols, all sizes • Lutes
Viola d'amore • Rebec
Quintfidel • Quintone

Barytone • Fidula • Psaltery
Hurdy-Gurdy

WINDCUP INSTRUMENTS

with Double-Reed:
Krumhorns, made of plastic,

made of woods

Kortholtz, made of plastic,
made of woods

Rauschpfeifen, Soprano and Alto,
made of Boxwood or Rosewood

We keep in stock:

Kits for:
Viols, 3 sizes • Rebec • Hurdy-Gurdy

Full-size plans for:
Viols • Rebec • Lutes •
Guitars • Hurdy-Gurdy

Bows:
Snakewood • Pernambuco • Brazilwood

Strings by:
Pirastro • Maxima • La Bella

Recorders by:
Mollenhauer and Moeck

Instruction Books and Sheet Music for viols, recorders,
and related instruments in stock at all times.

Write to:

GEORGE KELISCHEK WORKSHOP
FOR HISTORICAL MUSIC INSTRUMENTS
P.O. Box 27008 Atlanta, Ga. 30317

from simple exercise-type pieces using notes c" to g",
requiring only the left hand for alto fingerings, to
slightly more elaborate arrangements of tunes by Mo-
zart, Schubert, Brahms, and even a polka by Johann
Strauss. These may be suitable for some youthful pu-
pils, but they stick to the first octave on the alto, and
would really be better from a teaching viewpoint for
soprano or tenor. In any case, there is already plenty
of better teaching material on the market than this.
One of the standard chamber music ensembles is the

piano trio (with violin and cello), for which there is a
sizeable literature of real masterpieces. Henry Jones
has written a charming little piece, "Variations on a
French Tune", for violin, cello and piano, obviously
designed to introduce "young players" to the delights
of chamber music. The work is reviewed here because
the composer (or publisher) lists "descant or tenor re-
corder(s)" as possible alternates to the violin, and in
British schools, where young descant recorder players
are legion, the piece may be used with multiple re-
corders. The violin part, however, can readily be
played on an alto recorder, giving a fuller tone than a
soprano recorder, and the cello part needs only a little
editing to be perfectly suitable for bass recorder. So
we end up with a piece of pleasant house-music for the
somewhat novel combination of alto and bass record-
ers and keyboard.
Not long before she died a few months ago, the late

Elna Sherman, active in Boston recorder circles for
many years and an accomplished composer as well.
sent me a complimentary copy of her fine edition of
"Folk Dances from a Manuscript Book Belonging to
the Family of Thomas Hardy", titled "Wessex Tune
Book", Vol. I. This includes tunes Nos. 1-11, and Vol.
II, which I have not seen, Nos. 12-19. I wrote to Miss
Sherman that I found the pieces to be of great charm
and her foreword, which discusses their history and
association with Hardy's writings, of considerable in-
terest. Now that I have been asked to review this
music here, I am happy to recommend it. "The Duke
of York's Fancy" (No. 1) and "Haste to the Wedding"
(No. 3) have especially effective keyboard accompani-
ments, as has also "The Poor but Honest Soldier, or
The Blue-eyed Strainger" (No. 11). On playing this last
tune my first thought was that if Alfred Deller has not
yet sung this with the guitar accompaniment, he
should by all means do so. For those who buy the little
book, I would suggest repeating the A and B sections
at the end of No. 2 ("The Hungarian Waltz"). Also,
No. 4, "La Belle Catherine", is really in 4/4 time,
although it is marked t. These are the kind of pieces
that are unsuitable for general public performance,
but some could be used very effectively as period music
for plays.
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PIERRE PROWO. Concerto a 6 in C major for 2
llto Recorders, 2 Oboes (Violins), 2 Bassoons (cellos)
and Harpsichord (Piano) ad lib. Celle, Germany: Her-
mann Moeck Verlag, 1963

Original music for recorder is not nearly so exten-
sive as some enthusiasts tend to believe, but the de-
mand is sufficiently ;Teat today that publishers un-
earth works by composers who are all but unknown
even to scholars specializing in the Baroque period.
Pierre Prowo is a good case in point. He is not men-
tioned by Bukofzer (Music in the Baroque Era, New
York: Norton, 1947) Hutchings (The Baroque Con-
certo, London: Faber 8c Faber, 1961), or Newman (The
Sonata in the Baroque Era, Chapel Hill: U. of N. C.
Press, 1959); nor is there any reference to him in the
5th edition of Grove's Dictionary of Music and Musi-
cians. In the great German encyclopedia Die Musik in
Geschichte und Gegenwart, however, there is a short
article by Kurt Stephenson, who informs us that
Prowo lived from 1697 to 1757, became organist at the
Reformed Church at Altona at least by 1738, and ap-
parently remained there until his death.

Prowo wrote SOM2 church music, but the bulk of
his existing works consists of secular chamber music:
a concerto for flute, 2 violins and continuo; 6 con-
certos for 3 oboes and 2 bassoons; 6 concertos for 2
recorders, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons and continuo; 13 trio-
sonatas for 2 recorders and continuo; 6 trio-sonatas
for flute, violin and continuo; a trio-sonata for re-
corder, violin and continuo; a trio-sonata for flute, re-
corder and continuo; a trio-sonata for flute, gamba and
continuo; 12 solo sonatas for flute and continuo; and
a solo sonata for oboe and continuo. From this it is
readily apparent that Prowo's use of flute and re-
corder was similar to that of J. S. Bach: the recorder
was generally employed in pairs, whereas the flute was
treated as a solo instrument.

Modern editions of Prowo's music include Trio-
sonatas Nos. 5 and 6 for two recorders and continuo
in Moeck's Kammermusik series (Nos. 16 and 17).
According to Stephenson (in MGG), there is also a
Concerto in F for 3 oboes and 2 bassoons, published
by MOseler in 1959, and a Concerto in C major for 2
recorders, 2 oboes, 2 bassoons and continuo, published
in Germany in 1941 in an edition by H. Schultz. As I
have not seen the latter, I cannot say whether or not
it is identical to the concerto under review here, which
was edited by Gerd Ochs.

Despite some myths to the contrary, great and even
highly competent composers have rarely been lacking
in recognition from their peers. Thus one should have
no illusions on opening a concerto by Prowo that one

LOW PRICED BUT GOOD!!

SOPRANOS—Double Hole

Aulos (Plastic) $1.98—Terrific
TMS — Our own pearwood import. Cork joint.

Boxed with fingering chart and swab.
A best buy at $3.50

Heinrich—Royal Baroque— (Pearwood) $11.00
Dolmetsch (Plastic) $3.50—Always in demand.

ALTOS—Double Hole

Herwiga Choir $13.20 (Hard to beat)
Heinrich Royal Baroque $35.20 (Can't be beat)
Purcell—Pearwood $16.00 (A good value)
TMS—Pearwood (Nice to start with) $9.50
Dolmetsch Plastic $8.00 (A perennial favorite)

Many others in stock—Kueng, Heinrich, Herwiga,
Aura, Purcell, Dolmetsch, Aulos. Satisfaction
guaranteed on all mail orders. Discounts available
to quantity users.

TERMINAL MUSICAL SUPPLY
113 West 48th Street

New York City, N. Y. 10036
(212) Circle 5-5270

Introducing

MUSICA BRITANNICA
An extraordinary collection of old music

BECAUSE Orpheus specializes in classical music,
you'll find us the source for urtexts and the better

editions in every field of music. We particularly com-
mend to you the Mueica Britannica series, 21 volumes
of English and Scottish Medieval, Renaissance and
Baroque music that will bring endless pleasure to your-
self and your circle of friends.
I The Mulliner Book (keyboard) ______ $13.50
II Locke, C. Gibbons: Cupid & Death 13.50
III Arne; Milton, Dalton: Comus 13.50
IV Medieval Carols 15.00
V Tomkin3: Keyboard Music _ 18.00
VI Howland: Ayres for 4 Voices 1330_
VII Blow: Anthems with Strings, etc 1350
VIII Dunstable: Complete Works 13.50
IX Jacobean Consort Music 18.00
X, XI, XII Eton Choirbooks 18.00
XIII Boyce: Overtures 15.00
XIV Bull: Keyboard Music I 18.00
XV Music of Scotland  18.00
XVI Storace: No Song, No Supper

(comic opera, 1790) 13.50
XVII John Field: Piano Concertos (score) 18.00
XVIII Music at the Court of Henry VIII 15.00
XIX Bull: Keyboard Music II 2230
XX Orlando Gibbons: Keyboard Music 13.50
XXI Lewes: Select Consort Music _  18.00

All volumes soft-bound, each 11 x 13% inches

ORPHEUS MUSIC SHOP
150 West 47th St., New York, N. Y. 10036 PL 7-2321

Discounts apply to most items in our store.
See our other ad on page 22
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New Recorder Publications
Josef Friedrich Doppelbauer Theme & Variations

SATB Score & parts DOB 2.00

Gottfried Finger 2 Easy Sonatas (Ruf)
Alto & continuo RMS 1085 1.75

Dulcie Holland Sonatina for 2 Soprano
Recorders & Piano CL 1.25

Jean Baptiste Loeillet Sonatas, Op. 3 (Ruf)
Alto & continuo

No. 1 in C; No. 2 in D minor; No. 3 in F;
No. 4 in A minor; No. 5 in G minor;
No. 6 in D minor each RMS 1088a-f 1.75

Susanne Sieber

IIans Ulrich Staeps

Georg P. Telemann

Collections

4 Sketches
SATB Score & parts CL

Triludi
SAA/SAT DOB

1.25

1.50

Sonata in A minor (Scheit)
Alto, violin & guitar DOB 2.00

Sonata in C (Ruf)
Alto & continuo RMS 376 1.75

Duets from Many Lands (Bergmann)
SA RMS 571 .75

Wessex Tune Book (Sherman)
Soprano & piano
Vol. 1 RMS 557 1.50
Vol. 2 RMS 569 1.50

ASSOCIATED MUSIC PUBLISHERS, INC.
One West 47th Street New York, N. Y. 10036

Representing: Rote & Bock - Breitkopf & Haertel - Enoch - Eschig - France Music • Leuckart - Nagel - Oesterreichischer Bundesverlag
Schott - Simrock - Sonzogno - Suvini Zerboni - Union Musical Espanola

Distributing: Boelke-Bomart - BMI-Canada - MID Music - Schroeder & Gunther.
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is about to encounter a masterpiece such as Bach's 2nd
or 4th Brandenburgs, or on a lesser scale, Scarlatti's
A minor recorder concerto. Prowo's C major Concerto

is a light-weight piece, mostly fun for the players and
really more suitable fcr home and school than public

performance. The two slow movements, which alter-

nate with fast sections, profit considerably from orna-

mentation, but the editor has given the uninitiated no

suggestions regarding this. The Allegros are more at-

tractive musically and challenging technically, espe-

cially if played at properly brisk tempos.

This concerto may interest student woodwind en-

sembles consisting of 2 flutes, 2 oboes and 2 bassoons

(with or without keyboard, as it is not essential), but

will probably be more popular with recorder players.

Musically it is not sufficiently interesting to hold for

long the attention of string players, and competent

oboe and bassoon players are relatively rare among

amateur music-makers. The piece is more colorful and

effective with reeds or strings, but in their absence I'd

suggest playing all the parts on recorders—even if it

does mean the loss of tonal contrasts in the frequent

answering passages. Oboe II goes fine on tenor re-

corder, and Oboe I can also be played on tenor, but is

much more suitable on alto. The bassoon parts can

readily be played on bass recorders, and only one is

necessary when a keyboard instrument is used, since

Bassoon II plays the continuo bass line. Thus we end

up with a "Concerto a 6" for recorders (3 altos, tenor

and bass) and continuo (a harpsichord or piano, with

or without a bass recorder, cello or gamba doubling

on the bass line—or one of these and no keyboard

instrument).
—Dale Higbee

The American Recorder Society has received requests for back
issues of THE AMERICAN RECORDER from libraries and in-
dividuals who wish to complete their set. Some of these numbers
are out of print; if you have duplicate copies or are not collect-
ing them, the Society will pay $1.00 for each of the following
numbers in good condition: Vol. I, Nos. 1, 4; Vol. II, No. 2; Vol.
III, Nos. 1, 2, 3; Vol. IV, Nos. I, 4. These out of print numbers
will be for sale at $1.50 per copy. Please send magazines and
requests for back numbers to The American Recorder Society,
141 West 20th St., New York II, N. Y.

HARPSICHORD KIT
A superb, authentic, full toned instrument for home
workshop assembly, $150. Same instrument as owned
by The Philadelphia Orchestra and RCA Victor records.
Also Clavichord kit, $100.

For free brochure, write to Zuckermann Harpsichords,
Dept. W, 115 Christopher St., New York 14, N. Y.

RED LODGE, MONTANA
Gateway to Yellowstone Park

June 16, 17, 18

RECORDER WORKSHOP
in conjunction with

Siring Music Festival

In charge of recorder divison:

ANDREW CHARLTON
Recorder teacher—Composer

for further information write to
Nancy Critelli, 847 Exposition Blvd., Los Angeles, Cal. 90007
or Mrs. Richard Roberts, Box 131, Columbus, Montana

• • •

FRIEDRICH VON HUENE
S44aket of cReaoavti. and ogez olititotEcat CWoodarincli

35 ELM STREET BROOKLINE, MASS. 02146 AS 7-2595 WORKSHOP AS 7-8690
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Come att pt to 4J rpbets
for recorber5,

tuto, biot5 & gambot5t.
You will gambol indeed when you see what we have in store for you at Orpheus — not
just fine recorders by Kueng, but also lutes and viols, handcrafted by American and
European craftsmen! Dulcimer kits, too, and, come June, wooden and plastic krumm-
horns and dolzainas and other early wind instruments, made by George Kelischek!

Add these fine recorders

to your collection

KUENG Concert Sopranos, in rosewood, palisander,
olive, ebony; sweet-voiced instruments, finest
quality  $33

KUENG Concert Altos, in rosewood; beautiful in-
struments indeed  $64

(Kueng concert-model recorders are in
very short supply; please order early to
avoid disappointment.)

You can still get yourself

a Fehr soprano

We now have fewer than 40 Fehr single-hole
sopranos left in stock — the last of a batch made
by the late great Conrad Fehr himself.

These unique Fehrs are going fast, and once
they go I won't be able to replace them. Only
$15.00 while they last, plus .27 for postage and
insurance. Send in your order today!

Teachers— we now carry the Aulos, Corelli, Pur-
cell, and the Dolmetsch plastic double-hole re-
corders— low-priced instruments that are ideal
for beginning players.

ONLY AT ORPHEUS —

sackcloth and ashes . . .

Know all men by these presents that the owner
of Orpheus is now going around in sackcloth and
ashes. Not only is his complete recorder catalog
late (it will now be out in late-May at the earliest)
but he had a seven-day flood in his store that
was more than a nine-day wonder. Many impor-
tant letters got lost or mislaid. If your letter was
amongst those that went unanswered, won't you
please accept his regrets and write him again?

Hand-Carved 13-String Lute

13-string lute, similar to illustration; spruce
top, hand-carved rosettes; neck of curly maple;
rosewood pegs; varnish, light and clear on top,
golden brown on back and sides  $299
Custom-made hard case, by famous Jaeger  $75

11-String Elizabethan lute,
definitely made in reign of

Queen Elizabeth",

Serenade fair ladies by candlelight with this
honey-voiced modern lute  $199
Custom-made hard case by Jaeger  $75

Treble Gamba

You'll be proud to own our 6-string treble viola
da gamba in D, by George Kelischek. Rosewood
fingerboard and tailpiece, with boxwood lining,
rosewood pegs; sides and back made of alternat-
ing strips of rosewood and zebrawood; top made
from European alpine spruce; neck from fine
curly maple; purflings on top and back; golden
yellow varnish; rich tone  $450
Bow for treble viol, pernambuco  $32.60

Hard case, plush-lined, custom-made by Jaeger $45

Bass Gamba

Bass gamba, hand-made in France by famous
maker  $475
Bow, fine wood  $32.60
Hard case  $75

Tenor Dulcimer Kit

Handsome kit has body already glued together;
you can finish it in 5 or 6 hours of work $39

SALE
Special introductory offer
on Hortus Musicus editions

of fine consort music

25% OFF
The excellent Hortus Musicus series of baroque
masterpieces, published by Barenreiter Verlag,
now consists of close to 200 titles — and we
carry all of them in stock. To help you get ac-
quainted with this vast treasure we offer you,
for 30 days only, any item in the Hortus Musicus
catalog at 25% off the American price. Here are
a few selected titles, with our sale prices:

HM 10 Telemann: Trio Sonata in C Major, for 2 record-

ers (or violins) and basso continuo sale price $2.10

HM 33 Anonymous: Three Sonatas (F Major, F minor,

C Major) for recorder and basso continuo
sale price $3.15

HM 38 Vitali: Sonata for violin, cello and harpsichord
sale price $1.35

HM 47 Telemann: Six partitas for violin (or flute,

oboe, or recorder) and basso continuo sale price $3.98

HM 72 C. P. E. Bach: Two Sonatas (A minor, D Major)

for flute and basso continuo sale price $2.85

HM 176 Loeillet: Trio Sonata in C minor for alto re-

corder, oboe or violin, and basso continuo
sale price $2.10

BAROQUE TIDBITS: Have you seen the latest

Anfor publication, Music of the Baroque, arranged

for C and F recorders by Erich Katz? Contains

13 easy duets, tastefully arranged, a pleasure

to play.  $1.25 list

ORPHEUS MUSIC SHOP
150 West 47 Street • New York, N. Y. 10036 • PL 7-2321

Come see our vast stock of recorder music
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CONCERT NOTES
December 12, 1964. Student Union, University of

Pittsburgh. The Antigua Players, Colin Sterne, direc-
tor (Singers: Richard Golden, Helene S. Reps, Donna
Hallen; Instrumentalis:s: Roberta Sterne, Sylvia Gat-
wood, Frank Traficante, Colin Sterne).
Thomas Morley: The First Book of Canzonets to Two
Voices (1595). A staged and complete presentation of
the 13 Canzonets and 8 Fantasias.

January 23, 1965. Heinz Memorial Chapel, Univer-
sity of Pittsburgh. The Antigua Players, Colin Sterne,

director.
Salamone Rossi: Trio-Sonata; Caccini: 0 che felice
giorno; Sfogava con le stelle; A. Cifra: La violetta;
Frescobaldi: Se l'aura spira; Frescobaldi: Toccata;
Canzona; G. Gabrieli: Canzona for organ; Monte-
verdi: Laudate Dominum; Frescobaldi: Canzona for
2 treble instruments; Canzona for a bass instrument;

Canzona a 4.

January 30. Recorder Guild Weekend Workshop,

Teacher's College, N. Y. C. Concert-Lecture: "Styles
in Renaissance Instrumental Music". Joel Newman,
lecturer; Martha Bixler, Eric Leber, Joel & Morris
Newman, recorders; Barbara Mueser, Gamba.
I. The Fantasia—Vecchi: Fantasia a 4; Lasso: Fantasia
a 2; Jenkins: Fantasia a 3; John Bull: In Nomine a 5;
T. Simpson: "Bonny sweet Robin". II. The Canzona
—Obrecht: "Staat em n Meskin was junck"; Cadeac: "Je
suis desheritee"; Clemens: "Une fillette Lien gorriere";

A. Gabrieli: Ricercar del 12 tono; G. Gabrieli: "La
Spiritata". III. Dances — "La Brosse" (Basse danse);
"fay du mal tant tant" (Pavane & Gaillard); Hol-
borne: "The Image of Melancholly" (Pavan) and

"Ecce quam bonum" (Galliard); "La scarpa me faicte
ma 1" (Basse danse).

February 18. Carnegie Recital Hall, N. Y. C. Trio
Flauto Dolce (Martha Bixler, Eric Leber, Morris New-
man) with Robert White, tenor.
Glogauer Liederbuch pieces—Seh in mein herz; Tinc-

toris: Helas le bon temps; Elslein; Der natter schzvanz;

Ich sachs em n mals; Es leit em n schloss; Dufay: Vostre
bruit; Else, el se mundo. Jenkins: Fantasias in A Mi-
nor and D Minor; F. Couperin: Premiere Legon de
Tenebres; J. B. de Boismortier: Sonata in D Minor,

Op. 7, No. 4 for 3 Recorders; Legrenzi: Trio-Sonata
in G Minor for Recorder, Bassoon and B. C.; Tele-
mann: Cantata No. 17, Du bist verflucht, 0 Schre-
ckensstime.

February 26. Café-concert, Hotel Biltmore, N. Y. C.
The Krainis Baroque Trio (Bernard Krainis, recorder;
Barbara Mueser, gamba; Louis Bagger, harpsichord).
Handel: Sonata in F for Recorder & B. C.; Rameau:
Concert No. 5 from Pieces de clavecin en concerts;

Recorder Duets
Pub;ished by Universal
Edition, London

TWO DESCANTS

THE LEVERET
Z. Xcdaly  (UE 12578: .55

LITTLE MUSIC
J. 1-a k a cs (UE 12613 .8C

MUSETE DE TAVERN!
F. Couperin  (UE 12555)

MUSE FROM SHAKESPEARE'S
PLAYS—Ed. by
D:lmetsch  (UE 12569a) .65

MUS.0 ON FRENCH FOLK
TUNES—P. Arma

(UE 1256)
SPANISH DANCES
E.!. by .Krumscieid

(CE 12619) 1.00

THREE APHORISMS
E Roseberry  (LT 12645)

TUNES THEY USED TO PLAY
Ed. by Keuning

.4.!

.93

.90

(UE 12580: .55

DESCANTS AND TREBLE

BRETON TUNES—
?. Crossley-Hclland

g UE 12630) Scpre & Pars 1.55

Complete listing of recorder music ... available cn request

THEODORE

PRESSER

COMPANY

Sole Agent for Universal Edi:ion

311Y1s1 MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA 19C10
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The 20th Century Harpsichord

The cost—no longer
only for princes
and potentates, but
within the reach of
all. These simple,
but elegant
instruments are at
home in either
mansion or cottage,
richly endowed
university or local
high school.

S PERR HAKE
HARPSICHORDS AND CLAVICHORDS

Excellent • Dependable • Beautiful

Moderate in price

Write to: Robert S. Taylor

8710 Garfield St. — Bethesda 34, Md.

For recorder music,

recorders, or

Neupert harpsichords,

write us for catalog

and the name and address

of our agent or dealer

closest to you.

MAGNAMUSIC
DISTRIBUTORS

Inc.
Sharon, Connecticut

Bach: Sonata in D for Viola da Gamba with Obbli-
gato Harpsichord; Byrd: Hugh Ash ton's Ground; Bar-
ley Break; Gastoldi: 4 Fan tasie a 2; A Spanish Renais-
sance Miscellany — Encina: Triste Espana; Cabezon:
Tiento del Quinto tono; Ortiz: 2 Recercadas; Corelli:
The Spanish Folly (La Follia).

February 26. The New School, N. Y. C. N. Y. Ba-
roque Ensemble, Howard Vogel, director, with Jean
Hakes, soprano.

G. B. Riccio and Handel Cantatas; David Loeb: Con-
certo da camera: Telemann, K. Stamitz and J. F. Fasch
Sonatas.

February 28. Town Hall, N. Y. C. The Master Vir-
tuosi of N. Y., Gene Forrell, conductor, Bernard Krai-
nis, recorder soloist.

Haydn: Overture in D Major; Telemann: Don Qui-
xote Suite; Haydn: Divertimento in C Major, "Der
Geburtstag"; Telemann: Suite in A Minor for Re-
corder and Orchestra; Haydn: Symphony No. 63 in C
Major, "La Roxelane".

February 28. Weston, Mass. The Manhattan Con-
sort; A Benefit Concert for Mississippi Civil Rights;
Lalloue Davenport, director; Sheila Schonbrun, so-
prano; Martha Bixler, recorders, harpsichord; Judith
Davidoff, gamba; Shelley Gruskin, Flute, Recorders,
Krumhorn, Rauschpfeife; Lalloue Davenport, Re-
corders, Krumhorn.

L. Senfl: Polyphonic Lieder (Die Brunnlein; Maria
zart; Ach Elslein; Ich Weiss nit was er ihr verhiess);
Telemann: Trio-Sonata in E Minor; Schutz: Ich
werde nicht sterben; Telemann: Sonata in D Major
for Gamba and Continuo; D. Scarlatti: 3 Sonatas for
Harpsichord; Handel: 3 Arias (Augeletti che cantate;
Meine Seele hort; 11 vGlo cosi fido).

April 4. Lobero Theatre. The Santa Barbara Colle-
gium Musicum, Erich Katz, director (Winifred Jae-
ger, Margaret Robinson, Mervin Lane, Charles Orena,
Erich Katz playing recorders, viols, lute, shawm, krum-
horn and percussion).

Dufay: Kyrie; Alma redemptoris Mater; Veni creator
spiritus; Dunstable: Ave mans stella; 0 rosa bella;
Locheimer Liederbuch: Der Winter; Mocht ich dein
begeren; Glogauer Liederbuch: Mein Gmiit; Es solt
em n Mann. Dances (Cabezon: Pavanaglia; Susato:
Shepherd's dance; Ronde, Mon ami; Ronde; Hoboe-
ckentanz); 2 Easter songs: Glogauer Liederbuch: Christ
ist erstanden; J. Walter: Christ ist erstanden; Henry
VIII: Quam pulchra es; Le Jeune: Fantasia a 4;
A. Schlick: Maria zart; P. Certon: Psalm; Anon. chan-
sons: Heth sold em n Meisken; Ami souffre; F. Cortec-
cia: Smero gallicum; J. G. Da Nola: 4 Carnival songs.
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GEORGE KELISCHEK'S

WORKSHOP NEWS
WANTED URGENTLY: A Name for a family of newly developed doublereed

instruments with reed-cup. Please read the following
description of a "new" type of "krumhorn" and mail
us your suggestions of names for it. The first five en-
trances of the name chosen will be rewarded with a
free instrument of the type described below.*

To fill the need for a doublereed instrument with minimal technical difficulty,
we present, after long experimentation, The ????

The instrument is based on the DOLZAINA as described in Dr. Kinsky's article
in Archiv Far Musikforschung 7, 1925 page 274-280, Doublereed Instruments
with Reed-Cap in the 16th and 17th century.

Having the same acoustical properties as the krumhorn, it is uncurved, and its
cylindrical bore convoluted and snake-like, to compress its length by one hall,
and to bring the fingerhole-spacing to that of a soprano recorder, regardless of
the size of the instrument itself. Even the lowest notes of the bass-size of this
instrument can easily be fingered by small children, and without the need of
keys. The three keys utilized are only to increase the range of the instrument in
its upper register to an octave and one fifth. The fingering is basically that of
the baroque recorder. (see drawing)

New designs make it possible now to adjust the reed, located inside the reed-cup,
without opening of the reed-cup. Keys and other parts can be assembled without
the need for tools etc.

The   ( ?) is being made now in two sizes: a tenor in —c— to —g'—, and
a bass in —F— to —c'—. Other sizes are in preparation and will be produced in
1966.

To make it possible to obtain this instrument without the usual long waiting
time, ar_d also to reduce the price to as low as possible, we have started to pro-
duce th2 tenor and bass of this new instrument in precision molding technics,
using a thermoplastic material in rosewood color, and simulated rosewood-grain.
Since the molding techniques lend themselves to it, we are also offering both
sizes as do-it-yourself-kit, for a greatly reduced price. All parts of the kit are
precision molded items that need only to be assembled by hand. A tuned reed
is incluied.

The price for a tenor or bass is $31.95 in finished form; the price for a do-it-your-
self-kit is $17.95 either size. (plus postage)

All ord2rs received before August 31, 1965 will be filled at an introductory-price
of $26.00 for either size of finished instrument, or at the price of $50.00 for both
sizes if ordered together.

Kits ordered before August 31, 1965 will be sold for $15.00 each, or for $29.00 for
both sizes if ordered together.

Prices for wooden models in rosewood, boxwood etc. on request. An Instrument
book for krumborns and the new   (? ) is in preparation and will be
announced in this magazine when available.

*Offer void where restricted by law.

Order from: GEORGE KELISCHEK WORKSHOP
FOR HISTORICAL INSTRUMENTS

386 Allendale Dr. S.E. Atlanta, Ga. 30317 U.S.A.

Or your favorite instrument dealer.
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The Recorder Music Reader, or

HOW TO TEACH MUSIC TO

YOUNG CHILDREN

First take only those symbols most essential for the first
steps in learning the language of music. Present them
interestingly and in an absorbing manner.

Make certain each step is made clear and builds grad-
ually so that the young beginner can comprehend.

The recorder is an ideal instrument for this purpose.

A work-book approach is best as it generates interest
and challenges the child, giving him the opportunity to
achieve and the motivation for further study.

Graded playing material must be chosen so that the
student will gain the satisfaction of playing from music.

Put this all together and you have the RECORDER MUSIC
READER, by Patty Grossman.

Patty Grossman, well known for her outstanding suc-
cesses in teaching recorder to children, many of them
very young indeed, is Consultant in Music Education at
Chatham College in Pittsburgh. At this college a labora-
tory is maintained where scientific study is made in the
entire field of educating children.

The Recorder Music Reader is a remarkably well written
book extending to you many years of research and ex-
perience. It is the first work-book ever published for
the recorder and is a delightful introduction to music
reading for group or indivdual teaching. It may be used
in conjunction with any method or by itself.

Large notes are used throughout. The printing is unus-
ually clear so that young eyes can focus and follow the
lessons on each uncluttered page.

The RECORDER MUSIC READER, by Patty Grossman
sells for 75c ... little enough to spend for a child's
musical foundation.

S. 

A
,PANFOR

ANFOR MUSIC PUBLISHING

1619 East 3rd Street

Brooklyn, New York 11230

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
COMMENTS ON AMERICAN
RECORDER SCHOOL

I read Mr. Krainis' article, "Towards an American Recorder
School" (Nov. '64), with great delight. His proposals will prove
very helpful in boosting the standards of recorder playing. I
would like to point out two things. First, this attack on medi-
ocrity can be further enhanced through the use of ARS chapters
as teaching devices. The proposed Princeton Chapter, for ex-
ample, is working on a program whereby we will give lessons to
members of the chapter at reduced rates, and introduce people,
especially musicians who play other instruments, to the fipple-
flute. These programs could be greatly helped by Mr. Krainis'
"Travelling Workshops" visiting the various chapters.
My second point is that the ARS should make a concentrated

attack on college students. I have found that there are many re-
corder players and people who wish they were at Princeton, at
least, and probably at many other colleges. Unfortunately col-
lege students are not the richest people on earth, and we often
find it difficult to afford lessons, and even to hear recorders pro-
fessionally played. I therefore propose that the ARS help col-
lege chapters, and to help found new chapters at colleges. This
help could be in helping the chapters to have some good pro-
grams, including visits by excellent teachers and performers. I
also would propose a newsletter for the ARS members in col-
lege, informing them of what is going on at other colleges. Also
college students should be listed in the directory both at their
home address and their college address, under the respective
states. With such a directory a recorder player can find other
players in his college, as well as be able to be contacted by the
musicians in town.
I know of two chapters which include many college students

(Poughkeepsie and the proposed Princeton Chapter), doubtless
there are others. These chapters find students who play or are
interested in playing the recorder and encourage and help them,
and also boost chapter membership.
If we are to have good amateur and professional players it

seems that they must come from our colleges and universities.
The ARS must encourage them so that the festive sound of the
fipple-flute may thrive.

—G. RUSSELL MILLER, Princeton, N. J.

Here are my thoughts on Bernard Krainis' "Towards an Amer-
ican Recorder School" article in the 25th anniversary issue of
THE AMERICAN RECORDER.
His proposal that the ARS become a school seems a bit inap-

propriate. Many members joined, I am sure, to increase their
chances for social contacts with people sharing a mutual in-
terest. Those who joined to socialize will have little, if any in-
terest in the school idea any more than most members of a
camera club have in enrolling in Famous Photographers School
or NYI. A better suggestion would have been to propose that
ARS sponsor an American Recorder School.
The cost of such a program would, indeed result in higher

dues. Some of the costs would be:
1—Building (or office) rental
2—Clerical, administrative, and legal staff
3—Faculty
4—Maintenance and repair of record and playback equip-

ment (the tape and/or film devices would have to be
rented or purchased)

5—Various other such as office supplies, recording tape, and
other miscellany.

Would this school be accredited? If it were to seriously con-
sider approaching Foundations and other sources of monetary
grants, it would probably have to be.
The location of the school would depend in part on nearness

to a source of faculty members. Would a significant quantity of
members in remote parts of the country be willing to support
with dues payments a school they could visit rarely, if at all?
There is nothing to prevent the professionals from designing

and implementing "traveling workshop" visits to chapters now,
except perhaps concert and teaching schedules, and perform-
ance fees which would have to regain travel costs. Nor is there
anything to prevent any professional from providing "tape re-
corder clinic" services for a fee. This comment also applies to
the "mail order" service. Filmed lecture-demonstrations would
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be too expensive for one or a small number of teachers to pro-
duce unaided. However, relatively low priced Video tape record-
ing equipment will be avalable in the near future. This could
be better for this purpose than filming.
A "much expanded" magazine would have to be carefully

planned to avoid slipping into "trade journalism" the way cer-
tain "hobby" magazines hawe.
As for the "authoritathe lists" of music, perhaps someone

should show a bit more interest in publication of a second edition
of the Loonan guide books These admittedly don't cover all the
periods of Recorder music, and may not be sufficiently ortho-
dox for some tastes, but they are very practical and easy to use.
Graded lists would have to be prepared, I feel, by a committee of
teachers if any precision is to be attained in the grading. It is
possible to grade music b) comparing it with music in existing
graded lists, such as the Handbook for Applied Music, Grades
7-12 issued by The University of the State of New York. It
would be better, though, to have Recorder music graded by
people involved in recorder teaching and research. This raises
the questions: "Whose authority? What qualifications must the
compiler have? For what purpose is the list to be used?"
Is ARS membership large enough or growing fast enough to

provide the necessary broad base of support that such a school
would need? I personally don't think so. At its present size, the
ARS can support its magazine but little else without a sizeable
increase in dues. Many amateurs regard music as an interesting
hobby, but probably wouldn't aspire to extremely high stand-
ards, or even just "considerably increased" standards unless they
were beginners anxious to attain a level high enough for com-
fort in consort on amateur nights on stage.

—CHARLES McALLISTER, Newark, N. J.

The relation of the rm tional ARS to its local chapters is in
many ways comparable tc the relation of the federal government
to local administrations. It is a deeply felt belief with many
Americans that federal t_uthority should deal only with those
matters which cannot be handled effectively on a local level. I
feel that Bernard Krainit.'s proposals in "Towards an American
Recorder School" (THE AMERICAN RECORDER, V. 4, p. 23)
should he viewed in the same light.
Many chapters try to serve their members' needs for further

enlightment in the art cc.' recorder playing by organizing special
programs, workshops, etc. The costs of these are borne directly
by the members benefitting from these activities, either through
chapter dues or througf_ special fees. The individual chapters
are free to choose who is to conduct these programs, in what
manner, and, most impertant, they can decide how much they
are willing to pay for them.
A centrally organized program, financed through increased

dues, would seriously curtail local chapter activities, since the
resulting combined dues would become prohibitively high. It
makes much more sense if individual groups pay directly for
what they get and for -what they want to get. This may put
chapters with a small membership at a disadvantage. However,
individuals that are sunciently interested can always travel to
nearby larger chapters o. attend regional workshops and summer
schools. In the past the- have shown no reluctance to do so.
Aside from the matter of financing I question the effectiveness

and appropriateness of :he proposed program. Occasional work-
shops, movies, mail-order instruction, do-it-yourself magazine
articles and "authoritat.ve lists of recommended music, instru-
ments and recordings" may serve to stimulate enthusiasm and
to put one on the right. track; however, when it comes to get-
ting really to play well they are no substitute for the old-fash-
ioned regular private lessons. For this we may need some more
and better teachers, but training music teachers is not the prov-
ince of an organization made up primarily of amateurs.

In fact, returning to our political analogy, is not the ARS here
encroaching upon an alea that ought to be left to private enter-
prise? Our members should seriously consider whether they feel
it to be the function cf our Society to take over a task which
properly belongs to individual teachers and music schools. I
would much rather see the ARS encourage the acceptance of the
recorder as a legitimate musical instrument by our music schools
and other educational _nstitutions. This would also serve to de-
crease the current isolat ion of the recorder world from the main-
stream of musical actiNity.

—ALEXANDER SILBIGER, Arlington, Mass.

Top-Quality, Artist

R ECORDERS

B„Illexange;

I101111101

BY

fitrwi9a

• ALEXANDER HEINRICH Recorders are known
and used the world over for their superb quality,
tone, intonation, authentic design, and excellent
German craftsmanship. These recorders are avail-
able in four model styles: Pestalozzi, Soloist, Royal
Baroque, and Master Baroque, each style being
made in Descant, Soprano, Alto, Tenor and Bass.

• HERWIGA Recorders, another superb German
line, are famous for their true intonation, easy
response, and excellent craftsmanship. Herwiga
Recorders are in four model styles: Hamlin, School,
Choir and Rex. The Hamlin and School models are
available in Soprano only. Choir and Rex in Sopra-
no, Alto, Tenor, Bass and Contrabass.

Order from Your Music Dealer
Or Write for Catalog & Prices

•

WORLDWIDE MUSICAL INST. CO.
404 PARK AVE. SOUTH, NEW YORK 16, N. Y.

Telephone ORegon 94110
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For years the American Recorder Society Executive Board has
been told that the national organization was not doing enough
for its members and chapters outside New York City. Now along
comes Alexander Silbiger to announce that the chapters are just
as opposed to a strong national program as they are to a weak
one. Shades of Herbert Hoover and Barry Goldwater! Thank
heavens I wasn't accused of Creeping Socialism.
Significantly Dr. Silbiger does not question my premise—that

most recorder playing is, by all known standards of comparison,
embarrassing. He appears content with the status quo and would
continue to leave matters in the hands of the same groups (teach-
ers, music schools, chapters) that have done so little in the past.
It is precisely because of scarce and inexpert teaching, both in
and out of music schools, that the deplorable condition exists.
Silibiger even takes a gratuitous swipe at any ARS involve-

ment in teacher training (a proposal I never made) on the
grounds that ours is an association of amateurs. Supposedly ama-
teurs don't need good teachers.
As for chapters, there are to be the best of my knowledge only

four (Boston, Los Angeles, New York and San Francisco) with
enough finances, teaching talent and organizational know-how to
provide their members with a presentable schedule of events.
Even this lucky minority, I venture to state, would welcome the
supplementary benefits of a broad-spectrum program combining
up-to-date audio-visual techniques with regular live workshops
and lessons. Silbiger fears that a vigorous ARS program would
drain off most chapter operating revenue. This is understand-
able, and I hasten to assure him that, should a chapter choose
to conduct its own local workshop rather than play host to the
"official" ARS travelling workshop, I would be in favor of ARS
providing the necessary funds.
But what of the others, the members of small chapters and

the many unaffiliated members? It is all very well to proclaim
that lessons with a qualified teacher are superior to audio-visual
instruction, but I doubt that this is the real choice facing most
players. For an overwhelming majority the real choice is likely
to be a systematic ARS-sponsored instructional program devised
and run by the country's foremost experts, as against inadequate
or even non-existent instruction at the local level.

One suspects that most members will object to the program's
cost. I would roughly estimate that it will require annual dues
(tuition) of $20-$30. In terms of the present dues this figure is
obviously high, but in terms of what it will provide it is cheap
indeed. My personal feeling is that a member unable to afford
the tuition should be welcome to participate anyway, although
spread over the year it amounts to no more than the daily
paper.
Mr. Silbiger is chapter-oriented; he is in favor of a chapter

deciding for itself how much to spend for any particular event.
But just as a chapter is able to finance activities that would be
well beyond the means of any individual member, so the ARS
exists to deal with matters common to all recorder enthusiasts.
As with all similar organizations, the level of participation of
each member is determined by the cooperative action of all
members.
If the recorder is ever to find its way into the "mainstream of

musical activity" players must be taught to aim higher, to be
less satisfied with imperfection, to have more respect for their
instrument and its music. I guess I am asking for a revolution-
ary change in the way we approach our instrument, and I can
think of no other way to accomplish this than through the
ARS.
Within or without the "mainstream" the amateur will con-

tinue to play mainly for his own satisfaction. The more beauti-
fully he plays the more deeply satisfying will be his musical ex-
perience and the more valuable will be the recorder's contribu-
tion to American cultural life. This self-evident proposition is
the reason for being of the American Recorder Society. I suggest
we get off dead center and act as if we mean it.

—BERNARD KRAINIS, New York City

FROM MR. McNASTY
On behalf of the members of the Senior Citizens branch of the

Cromorne City (Okla.) chapter, I must tell you how much we
all appreciated Mr. Krainis' commentary on the Gabrieli Ricer-
care (V. 3). That dignified quarter-note = 68 tempo that he
suggested was the nicest thing that's happened to us since we
discovered the Bach Chorales. I can't tell you what a comfort it

AMERICAN RECORDER SOCIETY EDITIONS

GALAXY
MUSIC CORPORATION
3321 &ROADWAY NY 23

No. Al PASTORALS (S.A.A. or SAT.)

t4o. 42 CANZON dopo l'Epistola (S.A.T.B.)
Transcribed by MARVIN ROSENBERG

No 43 HUNGARIAN FOLK SONG SETTINGS (SAL)
Arranged by DAVID GOLDSTEIN

No. 44 THREE PIECES (A.A.T.)

No. 45 TUDOR TRIOS (for Three Recorders)

Seymour Barab

Girolamo Fresco baldi

Bela Bartok

Alvin Etter

Transcribed from Original Sources by JOEL NEWMAN

No. 46 TRIO SONATA No. 4 ))or Soprano S Alto Recorders and Fiona) Laurence Powell

No, 47 FOUR LITTLE FUGUES (far Recor‘kr Fux, Caldara & AlbrechtsbergerTranscribed by ANGELA MARIA 00EN

N.., INTRODUCTION, AIR AND COUNTRYD,4NCE Don Stone
IS.A.A.T.)

SONATA ;for Alto Recorder 8. Key'ecertl: Benedetto MarcelloAdopted by Maurice Whitney

No.50 THREE MOVEMENTS ;5 T Erich Katz

11o. 51 MUSIC FROM SHAKESPEARE'S DAY Philips, Daman, Morley, Lupo
Transcribed from Original Sources by JOEL NEWMAN (5•5•1-. and SAT.)

No. 52 CHANSONS for Recorders (A.T.T.B.)
Edited by HOWARD MAYER BROWN
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is to be able to dwell for a while on a note before having to

move on to the next one. Mr. Krainis' tempo has been truly a

revelation.

Of course those snippety youngsters from the Big Blow chap-

ter came around and tried to tell us that there must have been

some typographical error—flat the tempo must surely be half note

rather than quarter note = 68. As if anybody could believe that!

Spoilsports! Some of them were real catty and even used words

like "glacier." Just imagine! I bet some of them even believe

that Flauto Dolce is really Joel Newman.

As the name of our chapter will tell you, we weren't exactly

born yesterday. We told them that no editor or typesetter or

proofreader would dare to make such a fool of nice Mr. Krainis

—after he went to all the trouble of writing the article and all.

The argument got pretty noisy, though, so I had to humor those

young people along by ptomising to write this letter.

Mr. Krainis, for mercy sakes, what is the proper tempo of the

Gabrieli Ricercare?
CIPRIANO McNASTY, Cromorne City, Okla.

I'm afraid only Andrea Gabrieli himself could provide you
with a really authoritative answer. My preference, however, is
for a tempo in which the half-note equals 68.

—BERNARD KRAINIS.

ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

The 25th Anniversary issue of THE AMERICAN RECORDER
is most impressive! As se began to get into December, I did
wonder about the November issue, but it was certainly well
worth waiting for. This issue will have a treasured, permanent
place among the possessicns of many of us recorder players. And
what an inspired idea to reprint excerpts from the ARS NEWS-
LETTER for the benefit of those of us who have joined ARS
in recent years!

This would probably be an appropriate time and place to
express ray gratitude and appreciation to the many people whose
efforts continually, month after month and year after year, make
THE AMERICAN RECORDER such an outstanding publica-
tion. Mr. Hanson, Dr. Newman and the others who provide and
determine the editorial cpntent cannot be given adequate thanks;
it would seem to be a most difficult task to achieve what they do
achieve—combine readability, interest and a sense of the news-
worthy with scholarship and research.

Thanks should also be lavishly given to those whose taste and
know-how in matters of cesign, lay-out and proofreading make the
magazine so attractive and free from error.

Finally, I want to express my gratitude to you for the fine edi-
torial in this issue. Our Association, too, is committed to swelling
the ranks of amateur music makers; most music teachers, I think,
regard this as one of the most important outcomes of their efforts.

Again, my warmest congratulations to all concerned. You make
us proud to be members of the American Recorder Society!

—MAURICE C. WHITNEY,
President, New York State School
Music Association
Glens Falls, N. Y.

MUSIC REVIEWS

Concerning two mus:c reviews that have appeared in recent
issues:
First, "English Madrigals", R. D. Row Music Co. #R8022. A brief

review in August 1963 was laudatory and led me to purchase a
copy. The edition is disappointing for several reasons. Three of
the four pieces require page turning, two of them in awkward
places. No words are r rovided, thus depriving players of much
of the pleasure obtair able in interpreting this sort of music.
(Walter Gerboth's madrigal collection in Hargail HCA No. 19
is exemplary in this respect). The advertised bass part consists
of adding a few notes to the G-clef tenor part. Finally, two of the
pieces are already available in other well-known collections. Both
editor and publisher ems missed an opportunity to extend the
literature and provide a truly pleasurable set of madrigals for
recorder players.
Second, "Carmina G2rmanica et Gallica" (Barenreiter), which

Dr. Katz discerningly reviewed in November 1963, and whose re-
view I offer to supplement, rather than criticize.

the truly

AUTHENTIC
SOUND

of folk music,
ballads, classics

come from a seasoned
slice of 20 year old
peanvood — aged to
perfection, yet costs
so little

THE WEISS

RECORDER
an instrument
designed for easy
playing and tone
retention, speaking
with uncommon
clarity providing
eloquent overtones.
There is no loss of
pitch and Weiss
Recorders are
accepted by
music educators
throughout
the nation.

1. 251/2" Tenor
$25.00

2. 183/4" Alto
$15.00

3. 13" Soprano
$6.75

Not shown:
36" Bass
$85.00

DAVID

WEXLLER
ii & CO.

823 S. Wabash Ave., Chicago, III. 60605
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REPORTING
THE
RECORDER
SCENE
IN EUROPE...

T HE

RECORDER
A ND MUSIC MAGAZINE

Published in February, May, August

and November, this lively, illustrated

magazine contains world-wide news,

articles, music reviews and comment.

Each issue is of interest to all players

from beginner's level to professional
standard. News of The Society of

Recorder Players of Great Britain
is regularly included.

ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTION $3.00 OR 13s Od BY
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER IN BRITISH
STERLING

If payment is made by the latter method, please ensure
your name and address is sent direct to the publishers
as full address is not transmitted by the Post Office.

SEND YOUR ORDER NOW TO:

THE RECORDER
A ND MUSIC MAGAZINE
48 Great Marlborough Street

London W1 England

Volumes I and II of the Carmina, each with score and parts,
are priced at $4.50 and $5.00, respectively. This is steep but comes
to about 30 cents per composition. Volume I score contains 32
pages of music, and Volume II, 29 pages. Each part contains 8
pages. The sheet size is 81/2 by 11 inches. Of five sets of parts
with Volume I, one is a duplicate tenor part in the alto clef.
Volume II has 6 parts, with duplicate alto and tenor parts in
the alto clef. Whereas in Volume I, the alto recorder plays the
music an octave higher than written, in Volume II, the alto plays
the music as written. The "Diskant" part throughout is gener-
ally played by the soprano recorder, but in at least six pieces
must be played by the alto an octave higher than written.
If cost is a deterrent to acquiring this music, but Dr. Katz's

recommendation is a lure, one might first try Volume 5 of Mu-
sica Instruinentalis (Pelikan 744) for S, A, T. If this hors-d'oeuvre
pleases, then one should not hesitate in acquiring the main
dish.

—MARTIN DAVIDSON, Washington, D.C.

DO-IT-YOURSELF
I've constructed an inexpensive and practical recorder case

readers might like to know about. It consists of two pieces of
styrofoam (rigid foam plastic) with half the shape of the re-
corder dug out of each piece so that the recorder is held firmly
between them, form-fitted. The outside is covered with poster
paper for added toughness and with imitation leather for looks.
The case wouldn't withstand really rough treatment, but it holds
my SATB compactly, weighs very little, and protects them much
better than the boxes they came in. If real sturdiness were
needed, it could be encased in wood.
Styrofoam comes in boards used in construction work. I got

a board 2" x 16" x 54" for a dollar and a half. Make paper cut-
outs of the sections of your recorders, and arrange them in dif-
ferent patterns until you find a layout you like. Trace this lay-
out on a piece of poster paper exactly the size you want the case
to be, and cut out the outlines to make a template, or stencil.
Mark one side "A" and the other side "B". Using any kind of
saw, cut two pieces of styrofoam just the size of your template;
mark one piece "A" and the other "B". Lay the template on
piece A, with side A on top, and use the template as a stencil to
mark the outlines onto the styrofoam with a soft pencil or crayon.
Do the same thing with styrofoam piece B, with side B of the
template on top. Using the template in this way ensures that the
recesses in the two pieces will match. Using any appropriate tools
(I used a razor blade and a grapefruit spoon) dig out the places
you've outlined in the styrofoam, checking continually with the
recorder sections themselves to be sure the fit is right. Even with
the template there may be some discrepancies, so finish each re-
corder section before going on to the next. That is, dig the recess
for the bass head in both pieces of styrofoam, and check to see that
the pieces fit together properly with the bass head between them.
Then dig the recesses for the bass foot, and check that the pieces
fit with both the foot and the head between them, and so on. That
way you can catch and correct small errors in fit as they occur.
The remaining materials can be bought for less than three

dollars. An upholstery shop could probably do the covering for
a reasonable price if you want a professional finish.

—JAM ES T. PARR, Champaign, Ill.

I have just learned of the recent death, after a short illness,
of Miss Joyce Tadman in Dorsetshire, England.
For many years Miss Tadman was the Secretary of the Society

of Recorder Players, resigning that post in 1961 when she moved
from London to Dorset, but continuing to look after the foreign
and non-branch members of the Society.

In all the years that I have been a member of S.R.P., Miss
Tadman was my only contact with this organization other than
the Quarterly journal they issue. She was always most helpful
and her letters a pleasure to receive. I looked forward to meet-
ing her, to thank her in person for her kindness, and am happy
that my trip to England in 1964, and particularly my attendance
at the Roehampton Summer School, gave me this opportunity.

She will be missed by many recorder players all over the
world, and I feel it only right that she should receive a tribute
in our American Journal.

—ROY MILLER.
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the CANNON GUILD inc.

Makers of Fine
Harpsichords

5 HOWARD STREET, CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS — (617)491-7470

For the asking:

Catalogue of Recorder Music
Price List of Moeck and Dolmetsch Recorders

Catalogue of Early Keyboard Music

For $2.95:
Recorder Stand —4 recorder capacity

Available now:
Canvas Recorder Cases

Soprano—$1.50; Alto—$2.50; Tenor—$3.50; Bass—$5.00

McGinnis and Marx
408 Second Ave. • New York, N. Y. 10010

THE
DOLMETSCH FOUNDATION

AN INTERNATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
EARLY MUSIC AND INSTRUMENTS

Annual Subscription $3

Life Membership $45

Are you a member?

The Dolmetsch Foundation has something special to
offer to recorder players by means of its publications.
The CONSORT, an annual journal provided free of
charge to all members, contains frequent articles and
reviews featuring the recorder. A half-yearly BUL-
LETIN, offered exclusively to Foundation members,
includes articles, news and special features focused on
the recorder and its music.

For further particulars, apply to the Secretary at

Greenstead, Beacon Hill, Hindhead, Surrey, England

41st HASLEMERE FESTIVAL of EARLY MUSIC
and INSTRUMENTS

15th-24th JULY 1965

Sponsored by the Dolmetsch Foundation in
association with The Arts Council of Great Britain

Leaflet giving full details obtainable from the
Secretary, as above.

THE KOCH RECORDER

HAVERHILL, NEW HAMPSHIRE

Established 1936

Illustrated price list on request

APPLICATION FOR MEMBERSHIP IN

THE AMERICAN RECORDER SOCIETY,
141 West 20th Street, New York, N. Y. 10011

I am enclosing $  in check ( ) money order ( ) for membership in The American Recorder Society,
Inc., to Septem Jer 1, 19.....

NAME: (Mr.) (Mrs.) (Miss)  

ADDRESS:  

CITY STATE  ZIP CODE 

0 I am not affiliated 0 I am affiliated with the   chapter.

(Please make check or order payable to The American Recorder Society, Inc.)

MEMBERSHIP DUES
Dues are $3.50 for individuals and $4.00 for families

The annual dues are applicable to the fiscal year September 1st through August 31st of the following year.
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HAR GAIL
Specializing in Recorders and Recorder Music

SINCE 1941
Sole U.S.A. distributor of the Finest Recorder

THE SWISS KUENG
NEW PUBLICATIONS
Burakoff—The Beginners Method, for Soprano and Alto Recorder. A well planned easy instruction book with graded

lessons for C and F recorders separately or in duet form  1.50
Janet E. Tobitt—A Journey in Song. A choice collection of songs everybody sings_.  1.25
R. C. Harrison—Choice Folksongs with Guitar Arrangements in American Folk Styles, Solo Guitar or Voice and Guitar 1.50
Barry Kornfeld—Blue Grass Banjo. A Collection of 5-String Banjo Pieces in Scruggs and other 3-finger picking styles.

Instructional section   1.50

EDITION NEWMAN
EN-500 Telemann SIX CANONIC SONATAS FOR 2 Altos..  
EN-501 Pergolesi TRIO No. 1 for S.A.T. Recorders 
EN-502 Mozart EINE KLEINE NACHTMUSIK for 4 Recorders (Parts)  

EN-503 Bach
EN-504 Bach
EN-505 Mattheson
EN-506 Mattheson
EN-507 Morley
EN-508 Handel
EN-106 Telemann
EN-106a Telemann

ART OF THE FUGUE Contrapunctus I
ART OF THE FUGUE Contrapunctus III
FOUR SONATAS for 2 Alto Recorders
EIGHT SONATAS for 3 Alto Recorders
TWELVE TWO-PART CANZONETS for Soprano-Alto Recorders 
RODRIGO OVERTURE 
SIX DUETS for Altos; Bk. 1 Sonatas 1-3
SIX DUETS for Altos; Bk. 2 Sonatas 4-6 

FRANS BRUGGEN RECORDER SERIES
BRS-1 Telemann Six Fantasias for Solo Alto (Treble) Recorder.  $2.00
BRS-2 Telemann Canonic Sonata in D Minor for Two Alto (Treble) Recorders   1.25
BRS-3 De Fesch Sonata in G Major for Soprano (Descant) Recorder and Basso Continuo_ _ ______ _ ___  1.50
BRS-4 Loeillet Sonata in F Major for Alto (Treble) Recorder and Basso Continuo   1.50
BRS-5 Telemann Partita in E Minor for Soprano (Descant) Recorder and Basso Continuo   1.50
BRS-6 Veracini Sonata in G Major for Alto (Treble) Recorder and Basso Continuo    1.50

1.75
L95

SATB 3.50
Reference Score .70

SATB 1.50
SATB 1.50

1.50
  3.00
.In Prep.

SATB (Score & Parts) 2.25
1.50
1.50

HARGAIL MUSIC, INC.

THE AMERICAN RECORDER
Editorial Board
ELLOVD HANSON, Editor-in-Chief
ELEANOR BLAU, Managing Editor
Associate Editors
ANNE TREMEARNE, Records
ERICH KA1Z, Publications
FRANK ORENSTEIN, Chapter News
JOEL NEWMAN, Concert Notes
Assistant Editor
TERRILL SCHUKRAFT

THE AMERICAN RECORDER Is published quarterly,
February, May, August, and November for Its members by
The American Recorder Society, Inc. Deadlines for manu-
scripts are the 15th of December, March, June, and Sep-
tember. Manuscripts and inquiries should be addressed to
Mr. Elloyd Hanson, Editor-In-Chief, 840 West End Ave-
nue, New York, New York 10025.
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